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SPECIAL WORLD PREMIER SHOWING OF WARNER BROS. :'SING ME A LOVE Stisit• M sioDAY-MONDAY





Porrest Arnuld, 45, James Arthur
Musser, le, weie found dead of gun-
shot wounds yesterday, and believed
mystei•luusly murdeieti two days be-
fore while eating their meal. The
btidies wet'. tuutid in the kitchen of
(I1111 11111:)1121.4* y1411110'4 Ilt 41 tenu iii
ii(JUst• on the tarns of C E Edwards,
farmer in llickimuuij v(unt), by a
young liege, At-, hie Scum, age 18.
who hail been am king eith Arnold
and Nit awl
Mysteriowi cii cumstances sui -
round the deaf ha, and Hickman
county authorities believe that the
men had been dead at least two
days when found. Rubbery could
not have been a motive as both
were of vury modest carcunistanees,
and had been %%outing iii. tee Ed.
wards farm for several months, oc-
cupying the tenant house, cooking
and keeping their own house The
youth, distant relative of Arnold,
was a nephew of Mrs. Edwards, wife
of the tevnur of the farm.
Investigation disclosed that Aria
old and Murata. had died of wounda
rsiceived from shets fired Dion a De
gauge shotgun Mosier had been
shot in the back of the head white
he sat et a etude table %%lieut. the two
Were evidently vitiate Arnold hail
time shot through the temple, and
his body was resting in a than, huts
head on the table, with one arm
hanging toward the floor. It is be-
lieved that both shuts were fired
ifl quick sucees:aon anti without
warning. No sign of a fight within
the room was evident, but likaal was
on the table, the flu .r, and the cloth-
ing of the victims was blood-soaked
Scraps of food in the dishes on the
table indicated that the murderial
men were eating when attacked, of-
ficers stated.
The negro had been in the habit of
stopping by and calling the two
each morning, as they went to their
work in the woods lot nearby. On
Thursday morning of last week,
Scott called Ariaild and Ni osier. but
they did not answer. He thought
they had left the house and went on
tii his jlai When they did not an-
pear dining the morning. Scott dts-
mksed the matter from his mind,
thinking they had probably gone to
Clinton ti get supplies or possibly
't'ie hunting. Aeam Friday morn-
ing he stepped at the house and
called iind again there was no re-
,pi nse Investigating he toned them
dead.
Officers following up clues, and
on warrant issued hy V. C Arnold,
brother of one of the dead men, ar-
rested Ted Sams, 17, and Homer
Sams. 30, of near Clinton and Mar-
halt Sams, 20. who resides north of
Columbus These three brothers
were brought to the county tail at
Clinton, but Marshall and Homer
were later removed by authorities to
another jail for aafe keeping
Forrest Arnold, deceased, and
Homer Sams, are alleged to have
had trouble some time back, en
gaging in a fight at Oakton, when
Arnold Is said to have cut Sams
B. T. U. MEETING
AT BAPTIST CHURCH
A district meeting of the Baptist
Training Union of 38 churches in
the Western State Association, met
at the First Baptist church here
Sunday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
Besides the business of the regular
meeting, a Christmas program was
carried out. Following a sermon by
Dr W H Horton of Mayfield, a
short business session was held
Rev Woodrow Fuller, pastor of
the church here, will deliver the
sermon at the next meeting which




The Fulton Board of Education
and Supt J. 0 Lewis were enter-
tained with a dinner Monday at the
school cafeteria by Mrs. Clyde How-
ard. A deliehtful luncheon was serv•
ed with all members present
P. C Ford spent several days
week In L,ouisville o business.
FULTON. Ki.%Tt'uli 1' tt'FONLsDAY, OITUNI10.11. 19:111
' LI kl7' Y ItA
PI. l.VNIiD IN
- - -
„ planned here this Christine.. in
1110/ ihe alas Club, Rotary Club,
I tons Chile I tie Americitn
by gereita, t•urches. otara r
,anizetiona will have a part
At lealal the Elks Club, I as beenbreasti me all the year for taeir un•
atial distiihution of Clitouto;,3 om•••
to the reedy Dunne the yaair
miaircl of rinsing re ales. for
minty work were adopted, incitil•
:Pig a earn' \ ill. a negro foot? alleame. a contribution Jiir on I .tkeeia,..a and haakethall einne hist:Monday weld
The aharity heal • tarted Iv the
Lea.. haa !Inched is tote! of




the 111, uI Iii, UrIlloinVet4 Id the Butt-
11:1141,, Wi,..le55le Cu, to more thanMu families
lt:'-,?'u't uut toys donated by rico-olelif Fidtan have been received at
the Nl'A hospital, follawing a (-en-
+ the n.iy sc,,uts. told 111,•,,,.
toy!, lkive heen repau•ed They willhe de ti•ibuted uniting children ofIi' needy termites
Areerican Leaion Auxiliary met
that Saturday afternoon 140 nark the
Chi ',lines boxes fur disabled warveterans at the Outwood hosnital,
it these packages were sent offalanday The eeeian Pest plans to
-i's?(-hoer hy
and children under 12, of
decca-ed World War veterans, a gift
iii in,.r.ev on Christmas
AtIsaie), the Retail. Chili will nuttaaa, an individual Christmas char-
Plat:sant. every member s co-
operatine with tither oreaniintionshr etintidiutions. to spread Christ-
mas chem. Thir club aproaers
the eriopled children's mavetnent
it lsoltan County, assisting in Iv:als-
o-rem! tliese children to clinics andIe.-pods
-----
AUTOMOBIli Es STOLEN.
ONE IS FOUND LATER
-
ittitmnobiles were renorted• talen ti the Fulton police ifenart-meet. this week end Walter
while eating his birch at a
loyal cafe. hail his car stolen, but iteau,' beind later on the Fulton-May-
lead hallway, about a half mile
from Fulton near the Black Catroadside inn it is believed the car
Wits abandoned by the thief because
he was nimble to see to drive it he-
cause of a heavy coat of frost on Ou-
ts's/Is/n(4d.
Suaday night at Greenfield. a 1933
Chevrolet black sedan with wire
wheels. bearing Tennessee license,:




L. A. Downs. President of the
Illinois Central System, with head-
reenters :it Chicago, passed throughFulton Monthly night of this week
vat oute home. He was accomnanied
rime Nieniphis to Fulton by Super-
intendent J. W Kenn of Paducah
auti H w Williams.Trairmaster,
it Fulton
J Bill, Assistant Trainmaster,
Fulton Terminal. spent Monday oftlit, week in Memphis.
W II Purcell, Supervisor, attend-
ed Divaion Safety meeting at Water
Valley, Mies. Friday of last week
J L Small, Claim Agent. Prince-
ton, accompanied by his wfie, snent
Monday night of this week in Ful-
ton, enroute to Alabama to spend
the holainve with their daughter
L. I. Being. Claim Agent, of Car-
bondale, Ill., was in the city Monday
on officials business.
W R I-love-ins. Claim Agent of
Memphis and %V C. Valentine of
Fulton spent last Friday in Union
City on company business
Herbert Williams, Secretary to
Superintendent Kern. of Paduenh,
spent last Friday night with his
oarents. Mr and Mrs H. W Wil-
liams at their home on Pearl-st.
L I. Doty, Assistant General
Time Inspector, Chic:mu. was in the
"-ay. several days last week and was
dinner guest of Mr and Mrs H W.




Employes of the local Kroger
Store received Christmas cHscks
from the home office this week asthis their Yuletide gift, Hillary Ray,




I • I WI 1.‘"i• 01.
Ia' 4..1..1 1 1'e inhtqt if itu, ii uni-
Yiral i it feeling, I at there are
Chriereas cheer a






I.' , rreet the
trice 'halite. sou, as they change us
Fen tie Yuletide ra ason and sp i re
it. ',prim brotherliood, good felltiva-
ship, kii ilbese and .•iiiritual rea•
ealainina,
(airi ;Imre; lies become an in 1•' .
11..11, sat ceasfully seiVIng an 111!,l
Wed It is an insunitiun based on
well roweled precepts. as well
adapted to the needs of today as it
was t..vt•nty ago.
With the feelitig of a year made
1.11I111/11 -It thr..ligh earl est CfrOtt to
1.111111 to adapted purpose, with a
eaa• of us eleorne humility, with a
I ace, e iii heartfelt pledge that
Yaw newspaper will continue to fol-
its accepted principle!' of lead-
er: Ilia arel community service, Wt.*
idler our wishea that your Chiist-
nee. he a happy one This is our
earnest and sincere expression to





William B. Stallins, age 82, diedSuaday- morning at the home of hisdaughter, 111rs J G Saunders inalenitalin Tla• is in !ens arrisedFultan Sunday night at 1045 and
I.1 1,0v.e's Funeral
Scry!ce (.1%. Funeral services werecenduenel Manday afternoon fromthe Paleseee chux•ch by Rev. SamIlieks (4 faahoteri Interment 101-aasast ri 1I1(• pelesia.a cometery.
Mr Stall Ii-,, (Lame: ly a farmer ofthis cummunitya had been in failinghealth fur staeral yteas ile us‘k ...I by' l'!el it Ct hi in; T. W.,Walter. Willie, Charles, Arthie andIt. %V Stallins of Memphis; !MrsJ (; Saluldv: s of Memphis; Mrs'Floyd Bween ub Falton. Mrsfaux Green 'if near thri city; Mrs
r Wfleatlev if 'owes. .ilk. andaOta. Louie Stallins ,,f %Casale/Jon.D C
-
J. C. BYNUNI
3 r rIveern, aae 50, died Fridayat Its home nen! Lynnville. Fune-
ral servIcro wrre co-ducted Sa•nr-
day afternoon from the home. Hea: survived by his widow, a brother• cri feel givers. rr.e being MrsJesse %Vallrer cf Fulton Mr. Bynum
oas a'iy•e of Weakley county
--
SEW AND SO CLUB
Mrs. Lome Bard delightfully en-
tertained the Sew and So Club with
• Chredmas party Wednesday after-
noon at 2.30 o'clock at her home on
Pearl-st. The home was beautifully
decorated to carrY out the Yuletide
motif with evergreens and an at-
tractively dressed Christmas tree,
heal hung a gift for each one
present





c•,ntesi, were enioyed. Winners in
the eontests were Mrs. Kenneth
Watt and Mrs. T D Boa? who were
peesented lovely prizes. Lana in the
anti-loon the hostess served delic-
ious refrrstanents tuu the folireaerie
\heal:tines Carl Puckett, David Hol-
loway, Thomas Browder, !lardy
Cheatham. Joe Armstrong, LeRoy
Cannon. Kenneth Watt and T D
13naz.
The next meeting of this club willhe with Mrs. Thomas Browder at
her home on West-st.
-
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C ' v•erk 'tat asa:
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smce the nlant here
One f the Trost instrartive talk,
it a"!Tilde by Harvey Kell s, the
card, eeld -ervice mninI.
-11 ( rut 1.̀ in- !ay. S',',-:fu he'chrre
. e' 3.72 te--e
e!.h 1.000 ouneardinc
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it- Di al 1'd I7,:07,,l( t,,,t of fleck!'
!  st, a,111v rai-cd the standard ofpr- xatird Fult.
r arced hi' .7 fl
ceenty aceet. to aderrahe 4-
aaataal plan for nrevertion of
poultry worrea gird other disaases
,T Prit.aro.n diccesed the goner- An irtercee r7., -7.1r1 Plannedal methods ridorted to inThrov, the at the Fulton High School Wednes-I,F:ini, of flac'es produced i-. this dee efternoon with students of theyaarav in recent years. Mr -hack- Senior and Junior High School reit-/ • told of the enta.nee-eent I rear- ecinetine Miss Mary ReYster. Missaat roultre sold in Fulton by raisers :Santa!' Gaele and Mrs. Huch Piguet ;s territerv He and E. E. will dii cot the program. The aud-
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a:ayi La- she atu-•
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als tire laaking
• I.- •sy.m (-f
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' al 1,e at home ta,
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"...!''iii u, e salsa ha:,, I aa y carr.er of the corn -
a'. a V: a ata,e, general mineral-
tea-feet, at '1 e First Baptist church
te.estaialy of the Christ-
- • I • eareaer of ce-elr.
• :re
„ tie. Sieatay
a: it ( irch-
dot: 11.)uted, with the
- I cleat heautiful decor
. elioav reif Gifta
ti tae mari, ua de-
*, 1,•• / 1 in baskets
a•aong taii. needy
:au. to visit shut-in.,
Ca lamas Eve, in hat-
- a a. n e peaful Chrietinas
/- Sen:er IS Y. P. U. of
• .• rhvirch is planningaon alat the parade of carol tear,
! 1 . feu %,',etois," a -•
• S ,-•.lay :.t
enr.ert in the base--- Far. Baptist church
I • Ch!;, ••Irn- pe ,eriim
•••,1 at the First Metho-




. a.assi to needy before
csaals were sung hy the
\. :I• t !V, nrd visited homes
. 1: t - - ne.
C .1-san church held
s S .rahle rrarning
ra• aea propreen
r the Sunday
Tao r•„Slren were giv,
: • ,.•.1y. aa tl-ey ex-




r..•-, i•• • la-red Macs will
' I at 7 15 A *al , by Father
7'7 , eate music will
.a. cho,r.
- -
PADUCAH IN rt fist' WIN(j\I 1 r VI tic. CLUB TEAM
•
e lentrce
ll ti 14 Coach s•-  •h
1 1:ev R F . scorei 10
C Reheats. South Fu-
-:1. :ate Crach Carter,
,L•t. C., 2 ne nee Terry Da-- ar- R C, eriete. Sigler. G.,
S!:1 '-•.•:.•:Cruc for Fulton,
: aa-larrt alerraarrin and
loah pc -tman
fe: rar' ilu Washreits with ten
aaaa•-•• - Paclerne tear-. was CCM-





A masSer el' rnetrOr'at WaQ placed
at the ernve of Virce E. Odell at
Oak Grove near latikedcm last week
ia- t1•,e American Legion Post of
l'Un7isnTa Foat held its ansital rabbit
l•iitut far charity on Tumlay with
runt v herannraires parneirating
ttue htIrt. lashhiss were clen"erl and
tea on cola storage for d1stribution
with the Christmas hnsket5





TI1E FITTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
Business and Professional Directory of Fulton
Firms Appearing On This Page Solicit and Appreciate Your Business
von
Electrical Appliances and Contracting see
CItY ELECTRIC SHOP
11'e can take care of s our electrical I ronbles•
Electricai Apiiiiances, Repair Ser.% ice arid i
Satistsrlhon Guarantreil 11.. have Lad
experience in electric maintenance mind
wervice nork, tall 771
CITY ELECTRIC SHOP
E. R. 11c11111DE, Prop.
I'OURTII STR I:ET





On West State Line Street, Fulton, Ky
Where you get that world renowned Texaco Fire Chief Gasoline,
Texaco Motor Oils, Certified Lubrication 7Sc, Washing 75c,
Goodrich Tires and Batteries on easy payment plan No money
down and terms to suit
BENNETT SERVICE STATION
WEST STATE LINE CHAS BENNETT
—FOR
SHOE REPAIRING Tit Al' SATISFIES
AT PRICES THAT PLEASE
MODEL SHOE SHOP
)IZK GUARANTEED
304 Main Street. Fulton, Ky.
11111111111111MIIIIP 





YEAR IN, YEAR OUT
1.1'
LOWE'S CAFE
Oysters Are in Season Lake St., Fulton, Ky.
DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE
Vulcanized And Re-Tread Tires
C. V. CATHCAiT TIRE SHOP
FOURTH STREET—OPPOSITE PARISIAN LAUNDRY
WE BUY AND SELL USED TIRES AND TUBES
RUBBER FAFIRIC FLOOR MATS
BUY YOUR COAL
From Is and Get the Best
I )rf )nipt Service
CITY COAL COMPANY
TELEPHONE 51 AND 322
NEED MONEY?
If you are in need of money, we are making short-
time loans. We invite you to consult with us, as we
can help you solve your financial problems.
LOANS MADE TO RELIABLE PERSONS
QUICK SERVICE




UQUORS, WINES, BRANDIES AND GINS
..11 ACM ter Year Taste—All Prices for Your Purse
BUCK'S LIQUOR STORE
442 LAKE STREET PHONE 237









President" or activities of "those
on the inside" than persons living
at distances from Washington. They
are less likely to be misled in their
conclusions as to the meaning of
such statements or actions, come
as they may from "high sources,"
than others not closely in touch.
But even this close contact by ob-
servers here does not always pro-
duce for them a definite finality on
their conclusions because some
things are simply impossible of
proof.
The above statements are by way
of directing attention to the inabil-
ity of the corps of correspondents
here to tell whether Dr. Stanley
High was speaking with the approv-
al or even the acquiescence of
President Roosevelt when Dr. High
voiced the opinions in Liberty Mag-
azine recently to the effect that Mr.
Roosevelt is in a mood to disci-
pline the newspapers of the coun-
try. Dr. High, to summarize many
words in his magazine article, rath-
er forecast Mr. Roosevelt in his new
term of office will not abandon his
liberal policies but probably will
chastise his enemies less than oc-
curred during his first term—except
the press. Certainly, Dr. High gave
us all reason to believe that Mr.
Roosevelt is pretty much disgust-
ed with certain types of newspapers
in this country and that he may
be expected to "crack down" on
them.
The consensus among the writing
fraternity in Washington is that Dr.
High has an opportunity at least
to know the Presidential mind. Ile
has virtually lived with it during the
last six months and there can be
no doubt that he had opportunities
during that time of talking formally
and informally with thr Chief Exec-
utive in a manner not permitted
more than a few persons. On this
basis, if on no other, one wild be
led to believe that Dr. High was
writing in a sense a reflection of
Mr. Roosevelt's thoughts, yet, as I
said at the beginning, none of us
can be sure.
While Dr. High definitely is in a
position as an adviser to the Presi-
dent to know the trend of Mr.
Roosevelt's mind, he was delight-
fully general in the discussion of
the President's future program ex-
cept as to the press. Again, it may
be much ado about nothing. So
many of the Presidential advisers
and insiders have been writing and
talking and acting in the last three
years that it is difficult to tell which
is the real story. It may be, there-
fore,--and I believe this is the best
answer—that Dr. High has turned
loose a toy balloon. If this balloon
is blown the wrong way by com-
ments from the nation, you probab-
ly will hear no more about a dis-
cipline for the press. If the com-
ments are friendly, another story
may be expected and its nature is
not now to be forecast.
• • •
Assuming now that Dr. High has
faithfully presented the President's
thoughts on the
Hit Unfair newspapers of the
Journalism country, it seems
entirely proper
that the suggestion be examined
from the viewpoint of national wel-
fare.
Dr. High, to be sure, made clear
in his article that the President's
efforts to reform the press will be
addressed only to those newspapers
which engage in misrepresentation,
color their news or are guilty of
unfait journalism. I believe that
the vast majority of our newspapers
properly are jealous of the integ-
rity of their policies. I believe that
the vast majority of our editors re-
gard the responsibility of leader-
ship as something quite sacred and
not to be tainted. In the same breath
that we mention the President's
purported thoughts and the attitude
of most newspapers, one cannot
help but recall that at least three-
fourths of all newspaper circula-
tion in the recent Presidential cam-
paign was opposed to President
Roosevelt's re-election.
Thus, and in view of these cir-
cumstances, it may be disconcert-
ing to a good many people to read
the strong langeage that Dr. High
has used in reflecting the implica-
tions of the Presidential mind. To
that school of thought, the Doctor's
language, if it means anything,
means that Mr. Roosevelt proposes
to take steps, directly or indirect-
ly, to make the entire press of
America conform to his ideas of
Dr. High
Predicts
what constitutes "fair journalism."
In other words, if their interpre-
tation of the High article is correct,
there can be intimidation of the
press from the White House.
The intimidation could come from
Presidential tongue lashing of news-
papers or tiny one individual news-
paper which the President believed
was guilty of "unfair journalism."
The net result of such a course.
eaturally, would be a fearful press
and a fearful press obviously never
has presented and never will pre-
sent its impartial judgment; it will
never answer back and it probably
will never fight out the issues in
which it believes and to which it
may hove been committed there-
tofore.
I do not defend unfair newspa-
pers and I do not believe anyone
else can defend them. Newspapers,
because of their position as leaders.
must conform to the maximum of
honesty. I think, however, that the
number of unfair journals is de-
clining because public sentiment
gradually drives them out of busi-
ness. If Mr. Roosevelt actually has
in mind the things presented by
Dr. High, then a wave of resent-
ment is likely to arise and that
wave of resentment in itself will not
help in the movement to drive out
unfair newspapers. At least, that
is the conviction that seems to pre-
vail am'ong the several hundred
capable observers here in Wash-
ington.
• • •
Colonel Edwin A. Halsey, secre-





amendments that are striVingly in-
teresting. First, the fact that there
have been 3,759 proposals for con-
stitutional amendments in the na-
tion's history, and only 21 of them
succeeded and became a part of
the Constitution, is to me most
significant. It shows very definite-
ly, I believe, that our people are
slow to make changes in the fun-
damental law of our country and
that they do not make these changes
until there is something approx-
imating unanimity of belief that
they are necessary.
Colonel Halsey's compilation dis-
closed the further interesting fact
that economic conditions have a di-
rect link with and reflect rather ac-
curately the desires of the people
to alter or revise the Constitution.
It seems that when there is plenty
of work and plenty of profit and
the nation is going along happily.
even few of the demagogues have
thought about amending the Con-
stitution. But let hard times de-
scend upon us. let th re be mil-
lions of unemployed and hundreds
of thousands of persons destitute
and forward comes a perfect deluge
of proposals to change the Consti-
tution.
Very accurate proof of the above
statement is given in the records
for the last ten years, that is, from
1926 to 1936. The most important
political question agitating the con-
gress during the first part of this
decade was the proposal to change
the date upon which the President
and Vice President and songless
take office. Latterly, and after the
prosperity bubble burst, the depres-
sion brought its own flock of pro-
posals for changing the Constitu-
tion.
Colonel Halsey disclosed that
there had been 20 proposals whicS
would authorize congress to deal
with working hours and 'wages; 7
which would have given congress
authority over agricultural produc-
tion and 9 limiting the power and
authority of the Supreme court to
declare acts of congress unconstitu-
tional or otherwise modify court
jurisdiction. There were two sug-
gested amendments that would have
placed in the hands of congress
virtual power to control the general
welfare of the nation.
The Halsey document also reflects
maneuvers of various blocs and
schools of thought and likewise
tells a very clear story of our na-
tion's sashay into the field of na-
tional prohibition. National prohi-
bition was a long time in coming
and there are many who believe
that it was forced upon the country
too soon. That is te say it was made
operative before a sufficiently large
majority of the poeple were in favor
of it. This seems to be substantiat-
ed by the figures which show that
during the last decade, there were
135 proposals for repeal of the 18th
amendment out of a total of 479 res-




C W•ate," Site &pave, Usinii
Patronize Our Advertisers
WORK SHOES and SHOE WORK
Wyenburg Shoes—Built for Durable Service
TIIHY WEAR EASY — THEY LAST LONGER
Best of Attention Given Shoe Repairing
%%Ali Guaranteed Service Al All Times
J. T. POWELL
"THE SHOE MAN"
206 Muin Street foltfin. K
Our New Phone Number 930
Our Dry Cleaning Speaks For Itself
LET US 'FAME YOUR MEASURE
FOR THAT NEW SUIT
WALKER CLEANERS
NEW PHONE NO. !1:10
DONUTS AND COFFEE
What could be better for a cold morning breakfast
Mack's Donuts and Pies are Tempting and Delicious
TRY THEM AT YOUR FAVORITE CAFE OR
ORDER SOME PROM YOUR GROCER
MACK'S DONUT SHOP
Sandwiches, Short Orders, Cold Drinks, Beer
E. STATE LINE ST. FUL'IX)N, k Y.
"EXPERT RADIO SERVICE"
By a Certified Uadiutriciiiii. Authipriied member of R. M. S. Grad-
uate of 2 radio schnek. pricey..
Workmanship Guaranteed
114. Modern Testing Equipment—Give l's a Trial
BENNETT ELECTRIC CO.
It. M. COOK, Itadiotrician




Delicious home-cooked meals, appetizingly served
Open Day and Night — Phone 172




TELEPHONE 702 109 PLAIN ST.
For All Lines of beauty Work, Come to
RELIANCE BEAUTY SHOP
412 Lake St Phone siu rulton, Ky.
We Specialize In
Permanent Waving, Shampooing, Finger




Mrs. W. A. Fleming, Prop.
Kentucky Licensed Operator
Unexcelled Wrecker Service
In time of trouble we are prepared to serve you, anti has
the finest wrecking equipment in West Kentucky
EXPERT REPAIRING, A(' I--oR1ES. PARTS
BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
FORD V-8 DEALERS
INSURANCE
‘% ill protect your home and property 21 hours of every
day—the only safe way to be safe













A Pretty Cood Country
News, far more important than







and his loyal ef-
forts fur peace,
hopes earnestly
for his speedy re-




ance pray f o r
that recovery,
with t h e cardi-
nals kneeling at
the Pope's bedside.
In spite of his advanced age,
there is reason for hope, in his al-
ways temperate life and his early
Alpine climbing expeditions.
Mr. Hull, secretary of state, offers
"eight pillars of peace" upon which
Anwrican peace and prosperity
might rest.
With all respect for the secre-
tary's earnestness, it must be said
that the most important "pillar"
for the United States is not found
among the eight.
The interesting pillar is a pro-
tective force of airplanes and sub-
marines so great as to make any
attack upon this country unthink-
able. When John L. Sullivan lived,
no one hit him.
Arthur Sri
London's Crystal palace, covering
17 acres, went up in flames, visible
for 50 notes. London has not seen
so great a fire since "the" great
fire of 1660. That fire started at one
o'clock in the morning in a house
in Pudding lane; you may read
aome interesting details in Pepys'
diary. Burning four 'says, the fire
caused great destruction, but did
good in the end. It wiped out, for
one thing, the great plague of Lon-
don, that made the citizens mark
their doors with a red cross and
"Lord, have mercy upon us," and
caused the grass to grow in Lon-
don's streets. London was rebuilt of
brick; after the fire no more wooden
houses, and streets were made wid-
er. Our misfortunes often improve
Us.
Former President hoover, just
now in New York, smiles at the sug-
gestion that he plans to leave this
country and take up his residence
in England. The former President.
in spite of the "Maine-Vermont"
incident, thinks this Is a pretty good
country and he is rhglit; it made
him President.
This is "the day of woman," as
a well-known religious leader said.
Hongkong tells of a lady, chief of
pirates, looting a ship, taking $10,-
000, displaying unusual ability and
ferocity.
The airplane, in a better way,
helps to establish woman's more-
than-equality; Capt. Mollison starts
through the air from England to Af-
rica, trying to beat the record of
his own wife, not that of some other
man. Flying records depend upon
the machine and the nerve of the
pilot. Women have more nerve and
physical courage than men have
ever had, although men don't know
Washington reports that the Pres-
ident, using the discretion given
him by congress, will order the con-
struction of two battleships, to cost
$50,000,000 each. Many will hope
that the statement is mistaken,
especially as the President is said
to be doing this to "match Britain's
move."
If we should build those battle-
ships, squandering $100,000,000 of
the public money on them, and then
be foolish enough to send them out,
in case of war, a couple of $50.000
airships would sink them, or low-
priced submarines wculd blow them
up.
If you have imagined at any time
that the United States has lost its
interest in kings, titles and nobility,
turning away from such things in
its complete, simple-hearted democ-
racy, look at your newspaper and
see how many columns and pic-
tures it prints about Britain's king
and his proposed marriage at this
time; and observe, if you dine out,
the general subject of conversation.
It was truly a marveloas recep-
tion that Buenos Aires and the en-
tire Argentine Republic, its Presi-
dent, cabinet and people, gave to
the President of the United States.
An enthusiastic crowd of a million
and a half crowded every street in
the great Argentine city, now in
the spring season, and most pleas-
ing were two words used by the Ar-
gentine president, Justo, "Mt ami-
go" ("my friend''), as he greeted
the American President.
Those two words, tr.i amigo. ex-
tended in all sincerity from one end
of the two American continents to
the other, would solve the Amen-
can peace problem, and this coun-
try need not worry about the twc
words popular in Europe and Asia—
"MY ENEMY."
• was se.oisas tarn twat.. lora
N NU Sow•los.
News Review of turretit
Events the World Over
King 1.:.1wilill Abdicate', alit! 1.4 Silcore111.11 io% Dlikc of Yori
-- Pipe Stricken With Paraiysit; NV:111i1Ce
Promises Better Farm Program.
By EDWARD W. PI,CKARD
io w  Newspaper III
LOVE and the British constitution prIcom Manila came belated dia-
are the winners in the great a. patches telling of the worst dis-content that has stirred the vast aster that ever befell the Philip.
empire to its furthest borders. Ed- pairs- a great flood which sweptward VIII, stead- , . through the fertile and densely pop.
fast In his determin- ulated Cagayan valley in northernation to make Mrs. Luzon and dentroying possibly thou-
W anis Warfielci sands of the inhabitants. The full
Simpson his wife, extent of the death toll may never
abdicated as king t be known. The waters of the
of Great Britain and Cagayan river, suddenly swollen by
emperor of India, • typhoon and torrential rains, fri-
end his brother, the undated many villages and townsduke of York, reigns in the 50 mile wide valley. So
In his stead as isolated was the etriclien area thatGeorge VI. a former provincial military com-
Edward's fateful mender required four days to fightdecision WWI COM- his way to an outlying point from
municated to the house of corn- whir h he informed the world of themons by Prime Minister Stanley disaster. Military airplanes were
Baldwin. Haggard and deeply used to carry medical supplies and
moved, the man who has horn the rebel agents to the district.
brunt of the struggle on behalf of
the cabinet and parliament handed
the speak, r the royal message and
the speaker read it to the halt
Stunned members. This is what Ed-
ward said:
"Realizing as I do the gravity of
this step I can only hope that I shall
have the understanding of my peo-
ples in the decision I have taken
and the reasons which have led one
to take it.
"I conceive that I am not over-
looking the duty that rests on nie
to place in the forefront the public
interest when I declare that I am
conscious that I can no longer dis-
charge this heavy task with effi-
ciency or with satisfaction to my-
self.
"I have accordingly this morning
executed an instrument of abdication
in the terms following:
" 'I, Edward VIII of Great Brit-
ain, Ireland, the British dominions
beyond the seas, king, emperor of
India, do hereby declare my irre-
vocable determination to renounce
the throne for myself and my de-
scendants. My desire is that effect
should be given to this instrument
of abdication immediately.
George VI
" 'In token thereof I have hereun-
to set my hand this 10th day of
December, 1936, in the presence of
the witnesses whose signati.res are
subscribed.' "
There followed a request that the
accession of his brother to the
throne be expedited, and according-
ly enabling legislation effecting the
abdication and the accession of the
new king was promptly introduced
and put through the house of com-
mons and the house of lords.
The new king was proclaimed with
the traditional ceremony following
an assembly of the accession coun-
cil made up of privy councilors and
other distmouished persons.
That evening the ex-king went on
the r r to broadcast a message of
farewell to the half billion people
who had been his subjects.
Edward left England for his self-
Imposed exile and probably never
will return to his na-
tive land. Where he
will make his home





that he would not go
there now. "Wally'
publicly offered t o
renounce her associ-
. anon with the kingEdward %III if that would settle
the controversy, but he chose oth-
erwise. Her aivorce would not be-
come absolute until April 27, but
steps were taken in London to speed
up the date.
Notwithstanding the widespread
sympathy for Edward and his once
enormous popularity, the general
sentiment throughout the British
empire is now that he let his coun-
try down, that he mainly was to
blame for bringing on the crisis
and, to quote one correspondent,
that "the cabinet's victory was the
only possible victory which could
be encased on the present issue."
The great majority of the people
did not think Mrs. Simpson, a
commoner and twice divorced,
was fit to be queen of England. The
cabinet and the house of commons
emphatically vetoed a morganatic
marriage. If he would be true to his
love, there was nothing left for the
king to do but abdicate.
For a day after announcing his
resignation of the throne, Edward
remained king. But as soon as par-
liament passed the abdication mea-
sure it was carried to him, and
the moment he signed the document
Edward ceased to reign. It was
presumed that, with the permis-
sion of the new king, Edward
would retain the duchy of Cornwall
and its revenues. With his other re-
sources he goes into exile with an
annual income of about $500.000.
In all the British dominions steps
were taken to ratify the abdica-
tion of the king and the accession
of the duke of York. There was
considerable, uneasiness concerning
the course the legislature of the
Irish Free State nought pursue, for
events seemed to give Ireland the
chance to shake off the last vestiges
of adherence to the British empire.
STRICKEN with paralysis that of-
"' fected both his legs, Pope Pule
XI was believed go be in • serious
condition because he already wa3
afflicted with asth-
ma, arterio sclero-
sis and high blood
prsssure. At first
the holy father flat-
ly refused to submit
to • medical exam-
ination, saying "I
am in the hands of
God," and he even
insisteo on dictating
and signing letters.
But later he was
persuaded to take Pei* Plus
complete repose, which his physi-
cians said was vitally necessary.
Father Agostino Gemelli of Milan,
a medical expert, was summoned to
Vatican City and gave out a state-
ment indicating that rigid meas-
ures were being taken to stave off
possible urermc poisoning.
The pope's illness was discovered
when he was unable to arise for a
ceremonial concluding a week of
spiritual exercises. He was barely
able to stir the left leg and physi-
cians found that the heaviness of
limb had spread also to the right
MEMBERS of the American
Farm Bureau federation, as-
sembled in Pasadena, Calif., were
told by Secretary of Agriculture
Wallace that the government would
provide a better farm program than
the AAA; but he also said the
farmer must be willing to accept
"small increases in the imports of
certain agricultural products."
"In the cause of peace," he said,
"the farmers of the United States
must learn to say 'yes' as often as
possible to agricultural imports
from Pan-America, while at the
same time reserving the right to
say 'no' when any vital branch of
agricolture is likely to be menaced
by too great imports."
Mr. Wallace declared the preser-
vation of world peace is more fun-
damental than national agricultural
conservation, and added, "there is
an important relation between the
two, however. Danger of the United
States becoming involved in a se-
rious war comes from the fact that
. we export goods to Europe and
when war comes one side or the
other interferes with trade.
"Last yt ar 63 per cent of our ag-
ricultural exports went to five coun-
, tries which are certain to be in-
volved in any major difficulty in
Europe and Asia. Only 10 per
cent of our agricultural exports
went to Pan-America. Both our
hearts and our heads lead us in-
creasingly to Pan-America but the
facts are stubborn and of neces-
sity can be brought in line with our
desires only slowly."
The federation conferred upon
Mr. Wallace its highest honor, the
award for distinguished service to
agriculture.
PLANS of John L. Lewis and hisassociates in the C. I. 0. for
organizing the automobile industry
workers seemingly are greatly fur-
thered by the formation of a joint
council of the United Automobile
Workers of America and the Fed-
eration of Flat Glass Workers.
These two unions, controlling as
they do virtually organ:zed work-
ers in the automotive industry, have
agreed to unite in a common cause
in any controversy with the indus-
try. They are both members of
the Lewis group and so are under
suspension by the American Fed-
eration of Labor.
FOR the first time the governmenthas taken a hand in toe steel la-
bor crisis. The national labor re-
lations board has issued a com-
plaint charging the United States
Steel corporation and its subsidi-
ary, the Carnegie-Illinois Steel
company, with "interfr .ng with the
self-organization of employees" in
Carnegie's 21 plants.
This action followed the board's
Investigation of charges filed toy
Philip Murray, chairman of the
SWOC and M. F. Tighe, veteran
president of the Amalgamated As-








1 Royer weld all of the research
information on wardrolica for the
20th Century -Fox production
"Lloyds of London," which em-
braced four distitirt fashion peri-
ods betwecii the yearm 1771 amid
181 W.
The overflow werk for the word-
robe department caused fill finfit•X
tO be appropriated to hooise the
day and night shifts of seam-
stresses, numbering eighty to each
shift, and ether wardrobe workers
required to crelite the costumes.
The newest and one of the love-
liest celebrities of the air Is Deanna
Durbin, the thirteen
year old girl whimn
Eddie Cantor re-




is really young —
quite unlike Rome of
e girls fresh from
Hollywood who have
conveniently forgot-
ten half a dozen
years. If you hate
heard her on the
air you know that she sings beauti-
fully.
—11—
Leslie Howard has refused, onaa
and for all, to allow his daughter.
Leslie Ruth, to make "National Vel-
vet" for Paramount. If you heard
her on the air with her father you'll
recall what an excellent actress she
was on the air. The story calls for
a young girl—and Leslie Ruth How-
ard is just thirteen, which seems to
be the lucky age for motion picture
and radio debutantes this year. But
papa says no.
They're still searching for the
right girl to play the heroine of
"Gone with the Wind," whereby
hangs a story. In New York there
is a young actress who has proved
her ability on the stage, but has
never made a picture. The question
is--would the public go in greater
numbers to see the picture if a well
known actress played the lead, or
is the story big enough so that, if
the unknown girl gave a grand per-
formance, the crowds would gu any-
way?
Monte Blue, a favorite with film
fans for many years, plays the
lead in a picture that rekindles the
pioneer agricultural west of a cen-
tury ago. Ile has the role of John
Deere. in "The Blacksmith's
Gift," a story which recounts the
life and times of the man who
gave to the world the steel plow.
The action takes place in 1837 in
the Illinois of Abraham Lincoln's
day.
—*—
Mary Rogers, daughter of the be-
loved Will, has gone to work at the
Twentieth Century - Fox studios
where her father made pictures,
and has the bungalow dressIngroom
which he used, and which no one
else has had since his death.
The beautiful Mary deserves a
lot of credit. Her father's utfluetor
would have helped with a movie
career, but she went out and gut
theatrical experience instead.
_a—
When you see "White Hunter."
sympathize with Warner Baxter and





made right in the
studio, of course,
but was none the
less violent because
of that. Baxter and
Miss Lang spent El
whole day with that
storm, what with re-
hearsals and re-
takes and one thing
and another, and were black and
blue when it was over, where they
had been bruised by objects blown
against them by the wind.
ODDS AND rws . . It root Claire
Tretor VO,00d to sod her parr-alt re.
rentiv: she'd hare recested rho: Mina for
making • picture for as outttde
to hrn site firotlod -Career It ornoe . • .
1 he color in -The Carden of Allah- is
beentsful, and Charl.•5 lloter't prrlorm.
once in etc. :lent, but Vorirne Dirrriell**
make% !von lutth the hadn't been able to
get the role au a* Iron' %ler!, Oberon
. rhen Elennor Pour!! ay-trued is
Netc 1 ork NOT, time ago she fate on
etrittistrton of rap (lancing in the mew,'
motor*, So the delight of the crests's.
ss este n Nrw•PAper
June Lang
Eddie Cantor
Where Speech Cotnes From
Actual spessch, so far as is known,
is an exclusive accomplishment of
human beings. It requires not only
the ability to make finely differen-
tiated sounds, but also the ability to
associate them in the memory with
objects, ideas and emotions, accord-
ing to a scientist. A part of the
cortex known as Bnsca's area is
believed by most neurologists to be
the brain center of this associative
process. It is found in both right
and left frontal lobes of the brain,
in regions marked oil from the rest
of the cortex by depressions known
to anatomists as the "triferior front-
al sidci."
Dainty Lace Filet Set
A but of humble string—this gor-
geous peacock pattern — and
' presto--you're the proud owner of
loirity filet lace chair seta, scarf
ends, ir buffet sets! Fascinating
needlework, the K stitch sets oil
the design effectively. Even be-
ginners will find this pattern an
, easy way to add to their re estige
as needlewornen. In pattern 5520
OF INTfRfST TO
IDE HOUSEWIFE
To remove a stopper from •
glass jar pour warm water into a
Pan and invert jar in it, gradually
add warmer water until it is quite
hot, but not so hot as to break
I jar. Leave in water for some time,
I occasionally trying stopper to see
if it is loose.
• • •
Place bacon, fried ash or fried
potatoes on brown paper before
placing on the serving platter to
avoid that greasy appearance. The
paper will soak nip the grease.
• • •
Paste your doctor's telephone
number on the door of the med-
icine cupboard.
• • •
Place mirrors in a position
, where the sun will not shine on
them. Heat causes the quicksilver
on the back of a mirror to crum-
ble.
• • •
If you will fold your tablecloths
lengthwise as you iron them, and
in thirds rather than in halves,
you will have a smooth section
in the center which will help you
in setting an attractive table and
in arranging your table decora-
tions.
• • •
Wilted and shabby black silk
ribbons can be restored by spong-
ing with vinegar and ironing on
wrong sAe.
• • •
To bone a fish slip the knife ur.
der the rib bones near the head
and slit down the entire lengo.
of the body cavity. Then cut dews
to the ridge of the backbone, tak
ing care not to cut through ths
skin. Disconnect the backbone io
the head and lift the bony frame
work out of the fish.
0 A•aoclat.d N•wspaper• — WS I.' Isrefer.
SOOTHING TO
TIRED EYES
ht • • r.s puts mord a 'orals • moo
(ha' and more pen* are hed,tur Marone
ilia ,wary aa a lientiince in their n,,osossanj.....,,ng toilet routine Marine ready and
at. ,ii-,,.IraNtell sway time
reiseT!,le
), 
 duet, mere amazing comf.rt wham
ere are •ratery and inflayned by a c•ad Munro
la a plume-um • formula o,ntaotles 7 lagrecheats
of proven value la pruner car• of Ow eye% la urn





you will And instructions and
charts for making the set shown;
an illostration of it and of all the
stitches needed; material require-
nitwits.
To obtain this pattern send 1$
cents in stamps or coins (coins
preferred) to The Sewing Circle,
259 W. Fourteenth St , New Ye
N.Y.
Aggravate, EaelSperdte
A fever or a inisfurtune mar
be aggravated, big not a person.
The person, perkape, exasperated
or provoked. To aggravate, from
the Latin aggrava, "to make
heavy," is to intensify, and ap-
plies only to conditions of fact.
Provoke, which calls forth anger,
and exasperate, which heightens
(or roughens) anger already pro-
voked, allude to mental states. A
patient may be so irritated that, •
his condition is aggravaen. Here
to aggravate is to make/ worse;
to irritate is to annoy, provoke.—
Literary Digest.
—that exceeds the rigid require-
ments of the United States Phar-
macopoeia. At all druggists
WORLD'S LAMEST SELLER AT 1041
StJoseph
(A.NUINIE PURE ASPIRIN
Soft Things of Life
Creature comforts are like the
soft morning dews which, while
they water the branches of the
trees, leave the roots dry.
DISCOVERED
Way to Relieve Coughs
QUICKLY
MISSY Wining Ira thoirntatad tinouloof the
Weal am, b••••rAtal imam I )n• set of awe*
&met n to )1.EY '5 114 ,NEY C 1.1.1t
martm haaiirag. couglang ... coals
sad ...Ahem 'rotated Outlet hump to Imp yuil
Iron, contagions. Another est sowed, eatere the
blond. res,has MA affected bc,ncloal 
tubs,,loosens phlegm, le4ps brain up cough
lowed* r•••••,*. (heck a ivingb du• to •
Wore it. meta wr.rif••. net ore otnere eaten IL
Cheek it att./. Fol.E5't1 HONEY C TAR.
It gives spook robed sad spookohop eieerank
HOTEL
EVERY room with electric fan
and circulating ice water.
Our beautiful Coffee Shop
seating 300 serves delicious





















THIll YEAR you teui express your holiday greetings
ti out•ofdown relatives and friends by telephone
any time Christmas or New Year's day at the low
night rate..
. The regular low night rates for both Stationdo
Station and Perscon•to•Person calls will extend from
7 P. M. December 24 until 4:30 A. M. Decamben
26 and from 7 P. M. December 31 until 4:30 A N1
January 2.
This will mean a substantial saving fur thus(
who will want to send Christmas and New Year
greetings in the personal, friendly way that the
telephone alone affords.
With these rates in effect Christmas and New
Year's day, you can talk 100 miles on a Station -
to-Station call for as little as 40e; five huntircti
miles, $1.15, or one thousand tuitet.. •82.(10, and
greater or less distance at correspondingly low vost
Take advantage of this opportunity to give you'
relatives and friends the thrill of recc.verig tur
good wishes from you in person by telephone 1sk
the long distance operator for rate,.














tv• ,..ereor YES, SIR, Boys and girls, Old Santa really un- 0,..
.: loaded his sack when he stopped here. Out store d,
ft is chock full of the finest toys you have ever seer. 0:.•
:Don't fail to visit us.
*
Iv, lir.2 2 G s.ODFOLN.,L
--7- -- ,
4r •-•- ,?'-47 DOLL DISHES, " #. 4 WAGONS, VELO- ' P. 4o. 'WA CIPEDES, TRAINS '4i' 1 TOOL CHESTS,P "4.
•ri----7.-?_.
- - COLOR SETS, POP : .,v
o. GUNS, TOY PIS- --d-,` . 1 a
o' TOLS. BALLS . i• • f 
et.
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of all deceased members of the
cal post The three p•Ont
for widows and orphime of veteriu,s
‘kaie discus' cat.
, ;en! J I. Milli r 1.10Vtirlt%Ir. and Mts. DcW,:t Collins have
total. 15.217 V. a.: • 1`1. :Isold their place to Nit. and Mrs C
11 Evans of Union City. ei Asset. low tly I lucpi o More than
The httle child of Mr. and Mrs 11 •111)° acre well' Pat in les-
Benard Evans fell and cut his head T)Pdelei• /I"lit "'idl""" T"lle:jand had to be carried to the Union 1"311Y '`I Inn:tare"
ieCity clinic and four stitches taken Two nundied and nn 
Sunday Madison cot•rty farineis tat ed 15,
195 tons of leinest,ole, arid 1;2 time--
KENTUCKY GIRI.S yr. Lise-d 3.'"w tons iit marl dui .op
WIN AT CHICAGO !Lt. ye....t .17 r,70x.n.:.,te•ly ti.:,!1,4) to
!Os rt'Uto 1:1 the county 
five
. or
Kentia Icy 4-11 club girls won hie* !mire man pieylous
places with exhibits of clothing, a.•
red foods and room =proven • • #
n.i.; in the
Piogiaiti , -wed .y













Yay the Jolly Chri•linas and New Year Hui'.
days bring a full IIIV:ISUIV of happiness for you
and your loved ones.And inay there be many,
many inure happy holiday awaiting you in the
future
It has 144111 a pleasure to serve you during the
past year and we extend our heartfelt appreeia-
tiiin ist th(1 patronage yiqi lia‘..e given US.
Motorists
1)4 l neglect pair a.itianobile inter.
I.e1&l lool: to the
OIL IN THE CRANKCASE
‘vith that g-ood
WELCH'S "A"' MOTOR OKFLow
ill the raelined• ‘‘ith
A nti-Freeze
tilt • Gasoline Tani:
TORPEDO 91-Tr.ST GASOLINE
Foll 111,I, POD ISI HAR11\W
LET US CHECK YOUR




ciiplays at the recent National 4-1! OWOWO:CirirseT#11""#!0!•OW044VAEVAE.4:4:CO:CCS WAVOVAIA:4!0.0't)C.,11CreSS in Ciiicatto
a Dutton. F, , •••
• ••{ a first r•rii.e on .
' her ott n ties!gn ll• '
I.- :Tante Harris, al., .. I- ,,,'. 41;
countv. plait-ti second in the room ini- • .
pi- . iii -ant exhibit *
In the e•xhebit 01 rt.'. • • . .0,-
t.,nsore,1 by the liazel-.',.• .. ,
0'. iv ;-'t'-, -.7. kertucky 4-11 . i ••••P.. .
•l•,- •• -• - t I'. •'i l f,\*17,1,s ! •,.• 
...
I 'Jr: .2.1..C: .11 i',I•:1 C, ,A:itY, VerMI sr,
II. Mead..: , ....iletiy county. and 1...




I .‘ST THURS. NIGHT
-
'or 11, th,
I, • of. t,.e. An.ercian Legion
• • • • ! v.• a el T71 -
' ore!reimz:
that
I • .4 ailable
c!.
• • am es
piesenh. e: -eta to • 'di-en
and Remodeled Christmas Store
EXTENDS TO ONE AND ALL
THE MERRIEST OF MERRY CHRISTMASES
AND THE
HAPPIEST NEW YEAR OF YOUR Lli I S
COME HERE FOR GIFTS FOR HER, roR GIFTS
• FOR HIM, FOR GIFTS FOR BABY
Make Our Store Your Headquarters
(arra FOR HER FOR IIIXI
Cordurcy Patarras 1......1zg.ge
Quilted Robes Tie Clasp Sets
Week-End Bags Zipper Jackets
House Slippers Slip-Over Sweaters
Satin Lingerie Pigskin Glove*
Twin Sweaters Felt Hats
y Silk Frocks Belt-Suspender Sets
























11-' HE'S PROUD OF HIS CAR THEN HE'D RE PROUD OF




The Arvin Heaters Three
sizes priced up from S9.95 and
installation FREE
'V •tellet.PC •..6.0.V•ratCt2 V. 2 "'"t
let/C•C4 ,111ratIS• VIVI". reit 't!". ITTIP. INS
FLOOR MATS
For most make t•ars. The) keep
the car mach warmer. and
I lilt Pa' Installed Fill I:
.11.TO R.1DIOS
• 'ft' Z.' " ' ' S
A r() HORNS
We luve the Miro. Arvin en We have the horns that sound '•
:Withered.' Radios for CM'S at 1.4 different and will please you. .4111
























Bl'T. BEST OF ALL-WHY Nor GIVE THE






For comfort anti besot. let
us equip your car uow. Seat 142;
Covers $2.5 up Radiator c-•
Covers 7S5e to 1.Z.S buistatled •
FREE
IICSPISISSPIPISCIMCCIC St VC lesrWIS
-• IOW
;St?
Come in NOW and see the new
models. Drive them. 'rest them
and then ‘vhen Old Santa gets ?Ai;
on his way be sure he has one am-f.
for the family. Thry are the 410
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• Witt • - • p 1.7.1 •S' 4.•
Season's Greetings
From Us To Yen
WISHING YOU AND YOURS
k. MERRY MIMS AND
A HAPPY tirw YE1
1937 Will Frig CW
EiljOYITINit to MANCIIS
nil/ \
"ft le;f .tat 4e IV
' i-,,' - e if ',..--.' ilir22•.,
,1 ,
4 ,
•-••,:;IL-Nlit%1/4 oto. _..,../' '41 t.-.





NE, Watt litlig his
r. . -•,. , rope, was sud-
denly struck with an idea
it's juat ooe strand after &nuttier,
isn't it dad.- "Yes, just one strand
after another that makes the rope
that holda the ship. its the way
must things are aecomplistied, boy.
when you come to think of it "
A cold ivied blew around the fish
stied back of the whitioes Other
men .•ere busy, too, tyirat shood-
knots on trawls, hoping a gsiod day
would come for fishing tomorrow.
Luke walked a '.ay and up the
hill. Christmas coming in a week!
tie knew his fathei and mother had
been busy planning something for
tits happiness then. Hut what had
P. done? Nothing at all He stood
stock still, his thoughts all mixed
up in • oueer way, with the strands
of rope thut made the line, the hun-
dreds of snood knots the flahermen
were tying "Just one thing done.
and then unoth.ar to make the
whole," he retie, tea
Then. walking slowly agate tie
seemed to see two one-dollar bills
folded away In his rocket-book And
trailing back ti-on' the money a row
of different pi
woiking hard te •
tans. Planting I
spring, hoeing thou. , t•,_ hog oi
hot sun, even wilt.- n
when the weuthei aaa die rheli,
in the fall digging them up Sail-
ing them for' two dolinra One
bit of work after another. '.'hat
next' tie took more steps Money
was earned by the out k of one per-
on to buy su•nething h was
the work of aroti i z Luke railed
He keew -what :eat " veiv
indc ed
Su. oil mo5 meriong,
though Luke was dein:alto' with his
own gifts, he had an almost diary
pleasure in watch,: g his fart er and
mother unwrsit: a pair of bedrocin
slippers and un apron he had given
them ''My potato money'" he
shrieked got it by cluing one
thing after another just the
way the rope grows. •itiarea after
strand."
Luke's fatty r !cud pozileti, hut
his mother kis-ed him and said




hi Danmark on Oa !stifles morn-
ing they "blow in the Jul' at dawn
from church tooera, flay it' it Chi- 1 ;r.
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• P• i, 
Swift Company
a.• & '
s * STA'IE LINE ST FULTON, KY. ( Ai• ; 
A 4111/
: fire4#t 40 vtife#V4V.4.0.0W 31.0.04010.t.VeettNE41.6.0.*Velr4lErtitIESEVIC I
Holiday ,Season is at hand and we pause to* thank
you for your patronage, and to express our sin-cere am! hearty Christmas Greeting8 re'e.you and yours.
GroiK1 health and prosperity be With you an on these gladHolidays and may the coming year bring a' store of glad tidings.
ANOTHER
V4.414 lb .1 fortune titan I ct betier
got out of tlio: buainess.'• to tio d-
eaf to the enipty little room as he
dticovered the a intl. ii y lit-
tle buckles were not uf the Atolt.
itore variety
; Luck was with him when he sera
• niesseriger for the .ienr girl own'
e: of the second,!..ind slippcia, and
it the jeW s hone the pair
C tor iii luck- tho export in gems
: . told them that t o buckler, would
posetivily reniiivi• tt e. gill out of
tlo. pauper eta o. ha they. were
Call) WO1 th a It rtune
Happy arid merry Christmases
may come elid go, but Timothy
v.u1 ne.er be lonely again, for the
locky little girl la:er said "yes" to
Timothy, not out of gratitude bit
Lei:aura. of love at first sight
. \ ;Alpe( I t
ardfik4003r 1-9 ;rile Telikeet.
Toni—Has you, wile dune all her
Christmas shopping yet?
Dick--Oh, yes; last month. Now
She's started to buy • few things.
Poi
Why Not Be Polite?
Jud Tunkins says politeness com-
pels you to woh a man Merry
Christmas even in cases where you















•: 13 Luella 13.1. vcirts ._<
T1N1OTIIY BROWN knew nota soul in Ilartsburg wellenough to mi•rit an invitation
to a Christmas dinner, for he laid
opened the little shoe repairing
cubby hole in the postotlice build-
tag only ten days piesious to the
holiday And the little restaurant
sent ed no turkey either, for they
had probab;y figured everyone
would be eating elsewhere
Rather blue and unhappy, Timo-
thy slipped back to his worabench,
there to get caught up on the ava-
lanche of work that had poured in
upon hon. Thy first pair of slip-
pers—yes, he remembered the
pale, thin Little girl that had brought
them in. "My aunt bought them for
21 cents at an auctioi. of second-
hand things in the city and sent
them to me, but they do need re-
pairing before i can wear them.
But I've on:y 25 cents to my name
-could-would you repair them for
that amount. Mr Brown'" Of
courae he assured her :hat it
wouldn't cost that--not to her, of
the sad and wistful eyes!
-Why. I may be a shoe rebuild-
er, but if those buoklea aren't
4.4,4641.644. 45‘,44.44 • • _ _ •41..k.44"k44.4"40,10644^0,6}..X' 41144R44.441A44r4go4r).4.2
;t Give Furniture 11 ISChristmas!
it NOTHING could be more appropriate or desirable than a gift at Furniture,
Pay us a visit and Ice can help you solve tlu' family gift problem.
LIVING ROOM SUITES
0(CASIONAI (HAIRS
RANGES AND HEAIING STOVES
SEWING (ABINETS
Exchange Furniture Co.













eq. OUR CHRISTMAS WISHES
1.0 us forget the busy whirl of everyday life, and for a brief
pression of kindness or joy: a compliment from one absent.- f
moment go hack to Webster's definition of greeting: "An ex-
4 So- --to our friends and customers everywhere, we extend
our Best Wishes.









i 1 e • . iI .vitstieloe hunt
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1411itlis . t•••!.t ()k14-
11"NA a t ot..0 sid'' s..t164 this
•ar 1 ti ir 111..le onea
thee o v t I I•• y At!: to M, them
(..;,•• 4e ...:1•1 I lit•e•
tki Its .1 • t.....•1
It •I t. .it ise't exactly what daddy
toe os.,0.11 there When it comes
of yea: that the baby
wacicer covering, dada)
gin and goes out to shoot
ioa iiivalczoa. "illis he sells for
1. ;Ina, tra be and buys Baby
. fT• : a kind of
' !,,nti, ;e)e, V.ith its well-
0 1 • • '. row., in
.a.. e • "It. Is •41.4•4IYh
iI. •t1 Is! „ ti'.' hare aintor
!ao• ia 01 !'i. 11 t ,e elm Little
Iii eourse, but
oa% :gather O. for






"Open season" for rn:stletoo 
I
hunting begins about the last of
November iind the demand in-
creases steadily unttl Christmal
Truck loads of the green sprigs
with theo wax-white hernia are
driven to the cities of the north for
the holiday trade As the mimic
to'.' is not ulways uniformly ripe et
the tinie it is wanted, mud.
"hor.ting" is reouired to find sprigs
whose berries air at a st.rge ti•
suit the demands of the Otoers. At
such times the roadsides may be
strewn with disc at ded mistletoe,
for the condition co the berries can
out be seen until the sprig has,
been shot down Hut such waste is
riot lamented, for mistletot is a:
parasite that reappears In abut). '
dance each year, however ruthless-
ly It may be treated.
ii einem "••••Pp.101. Union
1` HE first meaning of Christ-
nias is that of generosity,
inspired by the great gift of God
to mankind The selfish sway of
the world is broken at least for
a time, and the Christ spirit is
burn in Our hearts Sometime,
the exchange of presents is car-
ried too far and becomes a
burden instead of a pleasure, but
anything that makes the world







 "WM '•••••:414 r 1"."'41ilar * aa.
Oft.
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CLEAN and WHITEN TEFTH
with Calyx, the Oxygeti tooth p.swiler
penetrates ta the hidden •revices between the
teeth. Pleasant. Refreshing, Protects the vims
sod is sitosoxii•sl to use.
TRY CALOX AT Ol'R E\PEN,f
What tilos will do for your tetth is ...Lally
demonstrated by you in your own home at our
espouse. Simply fill in the .oupon w.th tool/
name and address sod mail it to as Yot .ill
receive abaulutoly tree a test can of CAI OX
TOOTH POWDER, the powdor more Ina
snore people are using every day.
FREE TILLel COUPON - 
HeAliefeer ReasaLess 1st, FairileIJ, Cam.
RIM me s It gay trial of CALLA 10Olit POWDER at no exp.....













STATE LINE STREET-OPP. O. K. LAUNDRY
A V. iRIFFIN, Mgr.
110•••••••••••••••••••1— ...0•100•Jraillk MIN








WHEN CHRISTMAS BELLS RING OUT
THEY BRING A CLEAR WISH, A SINCERE
WISH; OUR WISH FOR A MERRY CHRIST-
MAS WITH GREAT HAPPINESS TO YOU
THROUGHOUT THE NEW YEAR.
THE LEADER STORE
MSS WICIP1Alleirrtiv 1•1
II • 6 V H ; HU I' k H WA. , s i
THL L. iitt..lE. huuse .f.ier•struCelia There sealant littleIds %% Woo, no eluisio as dyc
orations In the windows as in many
doelluigs on the streets. Tonight.
a dim light iii the back. with the
early Christinas eve twilight.
heightened its drabness.
"One may be excused for inquire
ttiveness, tonight,' Celia led Ann,
her roommate onto the porch.
'This house outside, looks gloomy
but no more than is my heart. I'll
admit Wing disappointed because
of n• opining, after QUI enigma
audition over WLIQ this after ioon,"
Celia, slipping to • side door, with
Ann, began singirg Christmas car-
ols. A door opened and a dignified
woman said:
"Coins inside, girls, and sing.
1 m Mrs. Ashby. There's a piano,
not opened Nil., Bl•Ulth—"
"We'li sing if >oil Jute us." Celia
&USW it I Oki
After singing. Celia told of ambi-
tions for her wice and of the after-
boon's disappointment.
"Girls, you have given inc a
nappy pre-Christmas eve and birth-
day. as well. Many of my club
members have birthdayi. at this
season. Please come swain, tonight,
if you wish You'll!' 111.•tuilS I he
street.''
Cello and Ann. at honte, were
eating. when, answering the tele
phone, Celia swung Ann around
into dizziness.
"We're to report fur a pogrom
tumurruw afternoon over WGQ'
Someone nut filling engagement!
W'e'll practice on Mrs Ashby's pi-
. Let's decorate her windows
..,ith thew wreaths," Cella cried.
During the Chi titular day pro-
gram, dedicated to Hume with
birthdays of the season. when Mrs
Ashby's name was mentioned, the
announcer said.
"Mrs Ashby will enjoy this pro-
gram. She called us lust evening
—asked that you girls sing for
birthdays of her club members—
other niernbei• ii..ked for you, too.
Mrs. Ashby travels, gives of time
end money to a shut-in club of
which she le national president.
Het daughter is the wife of • famed
doctor in India. You probably will
have • permanent prograiii for
birthdays of listeners."
"Maybe that house interested me
U•causit, even through boards and
stone, human kindness, character,
oozes through. Her windows look
pretty, though, with our wreaths,"
Celia told Ann.
C Wester- Ns...law uric*,
......1••••••••••111101•0411... 1,s• 4. •
Tetril1 (10UN'rY NICW • S P111,TON• rillkfTt't K
••••11.1.1111111111.••4. ••ausi
er brothers or midst* can help the
yuangsteis Jiro,* or too ready
h bit bed
What can the small tioniwors it
the family dot Little Johnny or tiny
Mary can cut out gingerbread men
and other fancy shaped cookie',
which mother will lift onto the bak•
ing sheet Father will also be
pleased to know how well tits small
sun or daughter can ftrid his tools
the string used to wind the




IN THE HOME I
el or sister how to help in odd car-
petitering Jobs that coma with Fj.
_ 1111.4 L'iiristinas If mother is lam, old.
thorn's hand 1 sic way, or Iv
help wtth other proparattonti.
tine thing father and mother
should remember is to watch for
stria of fatigue or nervous strain
in the younger children. They
should not ask the children to do




shkr OLL" is the Frmicti name
11 of the Christmas feast and
of the old carols formerly swig in
the French country churches at
this **mom. Its darivistioo is
mfro the Latin "uatalls." meats
trig "horn," and the word was
originally Mantled or sung to ex-
press joy over the birth of Christ.
With the spelling "Newel" it IS
found in Chaucer and other early
writers
0- • •-•-• •-•-••••••••••••••  -• • • • •
ripars=,‘",4"-Itor-r-oristo•-elo2
11•••1
••••••-”A.8.6. 4.. • • • 5-4.0
KEEPING TIME FRE910
1 A Christmas tree la set in
A water when it first comes In-
to the house and is kept water
while it is part of the Christmas
decoration, it will remoin fresh
and green for at leriat a week
lungsr. Water should be replaced
as it evaporates. If the bale of
a Christmas tree is trimmed with
• sharp knife !wit before it is
mounted, the pores will be left
open, allowing water to rise in
the stem to the living cells which
are still trying to provide the
tree with food and muitituie.
Spruce and fir retain their nee-




Popcorn balls, wrapped in led
and green tissue paper, silver pa-
per or glistening cellophane, arid
piled in • decorated basket, make
attractive centerpieces for Christ-
mas dinner or party table' A
, small favor may be placed In each
. ball, to add Interest at a party.
Hung on the Christmas tree, these
balls make pretty ornaments for
the strong lower branches that al-
ways seem to be neglected when
the tree is decorated.
CHRISTMAS festivities a tlikely to be much more too ,when the whole family helps, '
says the New York •tate college of .
home economics.
The older children sue alv.sys
eager to trim the Christmas tree. 0
collect Christmas greens, and n,ake
wreaths. Often they ha•e good 4
ideas on how to sitrunge these Loll- L.
day decorations Because the,e -4
tasks are unusual they have • ape
cial appeal, but v.;,h the right en-
couragement from father or moth- 4
et even the more routine work may v6
-rem • part of the general family-
. sling at Christmas. I
Big hrother and sister can bsi a
i ..i. if they show their small broth- i„.:.
M_——# 411.146101Rrift414411A4R46121.14-412104-440.71-4•41 !
i IS YOUR CAR SERVICED


















FREEZING winter %embitter means yeria
:or must be in good condition Don't be
caught off guard Call on us to row).
Mows winter occassories to make you,
*.
driving sate, scon•araeint and e.enfortable
We are fully equipped to take care of
eve.ry type cif service tiod repair vv...rk
"LINE-UP" WITH BEAR













-. • - •
- • • • . .
Coal Bins Now We Have The Best Ky.
tutu l Ytal Can Buy
.11IST 7n7
PHONE Iv4
P. T. JONES & SONS
PLUMBING & fiFAIltit;





All the good things of the season....heulth,
happiness and prosperity heaped up In ample I,measure....this is our wish for you and yours. A ;merry, merry Christmas and a happy, prosper-ous New Year.
THURS. --- XMAS. DAY - • DE('. 24-25
George Brent and Jean Arthur
More Than a Secretary
I Ill .
..sePas erirs:aits.,as‘u ••• •c..r • ....61!..? Pi4. 10144









TUESDAY-WEDNESI)AY -• December 29-30
Captain Calamity
— Full Natural Color
with: George Houston-Marian Nixon
teVrt VtiltertCtrit tC'C'-g.t(VirrOPDXIC
Season's Greetings
To All Of You
IT gives us much pleasure to extend to you—our friendpiand customers—the HEARTIEST MERRY CHRIST-MAS and wish YOU HEALTH AND HAPPINESS inthe NEW YEAR
At this season, too, we wish to offer you our sincereappreciation of the patronage you have given us duringthe year 1936. The approaching New Year will bringeven greater prosperity to our community, and our bestwishes are extended to one and all.
MURRELL LUMBER COMPANY















.41$ PAM'S CI PERIOOT PRODUCTS
EXTEND GREETINGS Of THE SEASON.• 1-Nvwih to extend our most sincere pi: oil! 11to you our frrends and q 1A
A,*•
p. MERRY CHRISIMAS AND A Ot
HAPPY NEW YEAR
Nitty this Y uletide be your Happiest One and3i1uy the New Year firing You Joy
Ileynolds
Packing Co.
W. G. REYNOLDS, President
VOW: OF REP! FOOT PRODUCTS'UNION CITY 
TENNESSEE
4704$10.4 19%464404844,841014684144‘44-46t4044:4f
SANTA ought to know because he hos been°ringing iolks the grandest present* in townfrom our store. Thls year were showing a moreexeitng array than ever before. Re sure and seethe newest in 1.41,GINS. GR(IEN and HAMIL-TON watches for ladies and gentlemen.













Wiley —Ctu is' cats donna..
been :wry beavy. t.)0) •to buy You aornein.1,4 ohqado
110.by—La toat ,.ase
weer 4,:k$ to . ,gats
al*eleAPIP1114•441•41r *ifes-
Chrlatnias and liet.conbtretirtstauss is hot ta-irly as oilas thy month in which It falls Itecombat was the last month in thatuiii ten month c.derdat of ith•:i•-ntRome The narne korner; from theLatin a aro, dec. ern ' mewling• Li1 trie beginning the (meetkrioen es De eiiihris, but dot
wg the t..any cerituries that fui1ov...hi thy Ijitli changed so that ,rnow cornea tu O 10 its irreisentform The old SAX.), 1, revognvingLicevintoer as the beginning of winher called A t (wrote.They also called It Haen-Muriatti tioly month) because,tiLt LI tt.at Christmas fell oa its days —Pathfinder Mae.
f iblif N DEMAND FOR
MORE U. S. PRODUCT,
Specific inquiries for the put •tia.e of American goods of a 11%chave just been reported I.trnerican government represents%es itritioned just lc• dived by the Loire.% Ole District It,Wo of the Department of CommercePortable radio broadcasting and receiving statiorn have been Inquiredfn frorn Yugoslirvia; garbage trur-g,of 3 to 5 toris with steel bodies in ,vninted in Peru; a merchantVenezuela ha3, entered the America!iaarket for the pa:chase ut kitcheiAnion's; histeners for garters tat-...anted in Clectiosovakia. Hospiturinstallateira. lurid speakers, poli%11irig rouge fur plate ghee workglace kid for the manufeature•illibeS. Wadi inery for manufacturin;bee cond,q, machinervmetal-foil paper, lubdicating ()d-rubber heels, and furniture giftwares are included among the a:tides inquired for from abroad DeUailesl iriforrnation concerning tt,foreign trade opportunities Justmade public are available to Amer.lean tilms rind individuals at theLouisville District Office, 417 Fed.era) Building, Louisville.
Succes9ful business does not de-pend upon the elimination of cleanconipetition. anywhere, enyttge.PCCI'Velr!-V4J-V4 tC 'VVV-triVit V'VCV-PAIVVICVV410C4?
Fe
chrisratas y.
5 Merry Christmas,ft Happy New Year
IT always gives us the greatest of pleasure to extendGreetings of our friends, and thank them for theirpartonage during the past year






















5( - 10( STORE
Otters Gifts Galore
OUR store is brimful of
beautiful and appropriate
gifts for 'Mother, sitting
Brother, Sister, alai Baby


















HINTS ON SHORT WAVE
RADIO RECEPTION ISSUED
To simplify the somewhat differ-ent operations of the short wavefeature of the modern all-wave radioset, as well as to explain in popularlanguage just how the short wavesdiffer from the more tarniliar broad-cast frequencise, the Louisville Dis-trict Office of the Department ofCommerce is advised that the Elec-trical Division of the Bureau hasmade heatable "A Guide to Recep-tion of Shortwave Broadcasting Sta•tons" This booklet provides a sim-ple exposition of. the baste phenci-menet involved in the traranossion ofshort sv hve radio signals as used bybroadcasting. It will assist the usersof short wave radio receivers to recellve such programs as are at stlablewith minimum effort and greatestsatisfaction arid will aid the avoid-ance of futile searching for pro-grams not iivailatle because of loca-n of other factor*
[UNIT( KY RETAIL SALES
liAIN 27er, FROM '33 TO '35
- --
Final figures for retail sales inkentucky in 1935, presented in detailfoi each county. city and town in anarea report released by the Bureaaof the Census, and just received by-'" the I. Boonville District Ciffice of theDepartment of CornmercBe, show
total sales of $388.278.000 in 29,286stores The State shows an increase
of 27 per cent over the saes of 1933
The 29.286 stares are shown to haveemployed during 1933 an average of48.481 full-time and part-time em-PlYoces. to whom was paid a totalhi pay roll of $36,931,000. The numberof employees increased 14 per cent/
Iii the two-year period and pay rollincreeJecl 22 per cent
For Indiana tctal -iales were $780.-50tt 000 in 42.471 store* an increaseof 37 per cent over the saes of 1933Indiana's 42.471 stroee employedduring 1935 an average of 98.052 hilltime and part tune employeee, towhom Wad paid a total pay roll ofsei.580.000 The number of em•ployees Increased 15 per cent in thetwo-year period and pay roll In





The *non Homemaker.. metThursday 17 with Mrs Will Pals-glove for an all day meeting
The lesson for the day, "Care ofthe Hands" was given y Propectleader, Mrs Vernon McAlister
At the noon hour a 1-ot luck ilin•ner was enjoyed by 11 trembers. two%Putors and the leader. Mrs Thotnp-eft
I'm social program was closed bysinging Jingle &Mlle. then all latherisA around the Christmas tree aridreceived efts
Secretary
Dead men tell no tales. hut theware a lot of tales told on dead menThe forward-hvking man is nowframing his New Year's resolutionsThe tLing of England found outthat this Wetness of royalty had (*-LOOM.
•
-
Broacicaritny Our Chris' masVish_ jet
IT IS I111 THE GREATEST OF PLEAS( RITHAT WE EXTEND TO VOU THE




%esti ul IRE GRIL4T8117
safeguards that cakc be bad---Irs
mot ,peguitrkg ira f radial la
,a,nna tor be future V$e repro
sera some of the STIKOSOkill
companies (Ii Me Vaned Stake
s. Out (stinger, and ea
• 4
Pori MOO s natures
aancar. Two fah vides Ise
"mu pramhun alattas
PlIONII NO
Fire. Lightning, Windstorm, Hail ei!,k1Automobile Insurance.
ATKINS INSURANCE AGENCY
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II,., fume-till the exceptiott
J. real etuatiart. Nies deen
riasusim, tiviuty t hunnn LUC fiiiit 4114.1 a-egetable glower. and; '411r
&Auld as seasend class itistee JJtine
$11. 11411, at the il4.54i Jftlee at Fulton.
KY under Las sat et klairehI, 1070
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_ aL•o fur dairy and livestock Lame:nil (40*
who improve nowt:nip puluitse
Up to 23 pervent of the burley
- •
0111TUAltlkS, tants Of thank&
bvallessa ansi pollee.1 cards
etesiged et tus rate 1/4.2 per word.
EV11111' FAX.Idkit ii.t1
Is.itKaN SaIti (hit Aloha
IN 1047 YKUOKA111
Any produrn. no matter how
Matta his farm %Ill have an upper-
twaity to earn at lout $20, undo
provkaons ift the 1d37 agricultutal
cunservatipta program, according to
Vidue of the prgram, 
received at
llitate College of Aarctulture at
Lexington.
As in 1930. the soil-building allow-
latetit wilowanies will t,e &satiable
to be 5 vents 4 round e esti.
Daily per cent of the base in Lars.
curial tad dark sir-cured tobaerzo
1
2 1-2 cents a pound 1 cotton dir
base. with 5 cents a petund payment
F food el feed ere al sown le
excess of hums netkia, tarmets may
divert as high es 10 procent or the
ineirral ueleleplatint base and vie .1
•
tobecou base may be diverted to .et
soil -censer% out crops, the ritity went
usa 
,o,aetdc yield of he diverted land.
assay be diverted, the sniirltirlients being
version may 111 percent of the
vr •
atme averug e of 9 en were, tie•
otandinti on the produeUvity tat the ••
land
Stol-depletang bases tot all ezupa r
viiU be the same u in 1930. tO
Dean Thomas P. Cooper of the ,A3"
College ot Agticulti.re said active tif
skulk on the 1037 prow am mild be- e
gin as scent as full details are avail-
able. probably early In January
GREETINGS ONE AND ALL!
May good cheer, happiness, health, A
Merry Christmas and lasting prosperity
through the new year, all be yours. This
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CON HEAtill
KENTUCKY
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31 [Agatha (70•Ie who wore n beautiful 1.1,14,1
• t:"%% ,,f r4',I %4-15-4•1
.4
In thia FlaS011 ol goo(i wishes, we give you
our wish for the greatest blessing of all--
Good Health to you and yours.






St; S. P. MOORE CO.
14!:43131313:431313MVAYWO'O'Vkvo'irivAYOW070'
YULETIDE GREETINGS
Let us wish yuu a illerry Christmas and A
Happy New Year in an old-fashioned way
... Health, Happiness and continuous joy




•I • ,I14. 1101%.
, At St a. iji I r I• I ' 1"a the
r I aro \I! I, W Cs: „Holt, t%.. I .•• , t , 101,01Y
5% P.HI .14 a number of "friend 0 v ,1! v 111 ' • :tinted to
;11.. t :Il̀  .4; tl Itiitillf4".‘,1..be..eli‘igsveigit. hi.uit .. a;.‘.1 ,,Nidta.,‘,;;Itl.,11,.ttiovritat, the hoetes6
•V Yen d ielistslothet ts tu the
so MRS (iftWORY•ENTER- I 11, i'vlv-I.I11tVIrli'cliallItVe Yuck
.V TAINS BRID(IE. C.1.113 . Heatheutt,
• Mrs Clam lvs Gregory delightfully 1,.,• Tii" , A %kV East boat
etiterthined her teide,e cliel 'Mors- .,., Is el ti ow end. Soeh Priv
ee' I. i‘flortiooti at her home on Maple hp.l. I tith inhieni 1 1.114k
' Al.enua .1111 ;WHOM, James litt•ka, Can
tahlus of players were pre'.- ntleet Fred Lai
r
• t %via) ehjoyed scrod games o: ier, and :dialt. Hattie Mae Pickle
• 
''.‘":11fttliv:vt::•...r2n11,rtutrtetot. aawsairln '.FWING WI111
At !hsa _ _
tte C311 met,.berp war hell JESS'. JOIVJAN
• I NI. 1 4:iliuwittot
' Jew,. Joidan delightfully en-
..
• • .IZIS It -ii et:See:int Claib Thuisday
S, . +be 'Merril •oti the tintless • 11 11:11.h1,,..'insniwoorvn wAlirsp.
•. e. .1i. 1 . c. _en ie. Vestal). rats
• I en. .\ - It01. MIS It L. Has.- - ------•
;,11 •AND 
• I./. the ,1.511 of the MIL •
',`•• 1.t.i`'T !1 1.1Alqa , warier. and aortiriis were et.•1 r ,
4 lure Flank Itied, winner of
• M•• a eyes Lowell WIlllerni It • II.. it. rcceived all attractive
illy rt,....!-ried %vete slirpritost v.•ith pore
ir,rt.ollatiootis shover. '1' outsetly t es. instes• set vett delielouf is'
.ortielenti at the tenet ct *CUD r -II I Late etezeteet out the Christina
let s pricey..., Mr. and Mir V. C Win te in all decuitittomi
10.
• rqUivt 45,t' 4.;•4•4
College Students Pam 1
For Holidays At Nome!
Thursday. Decmeber 17th, was the
reed beginnuit of Cnristmas joy for
Folton, who have array this week-
er.d to spend the holidays with uteir
parents and many friends.
a-‘ Miss Virginia Fleming was the fir-
st to arrive Thursday. coming firer
Stephens College in Columbia. Mo
.T.,„1 She will spend a number of days
!II" with her mother. 311.s. Jessie Flem-
trag, at their norne In East Fulton.
' Mass Sara Owen who is atteedang
Ashbury College at %Val-m.4e. Ken-
tuLky, as a sophomore, also arra,:ed
"in Fulton Thursday She wall spend
the Christmes days with her par-
* ere'. Mr and Mrs J J Owen at
*Ag their home on West State Line. She
v.111 reture Win:lore Tuesday,
,Jarivary 5th
Cleat as number arrived Fnday
Miss Ann Valentine of Christian Col-
• lege an Columbaa. Misscuri, arrived
• Friday to vi-at her parents, Mr. and
Mrs C. Valentine an pearl Stv
M.ss Chat kite Davis, also a student
tee : Christian aid a sopherriure, is
- ere to spend the holidays with par-
's. Mr. and Mrs. Joe Davis on
A :dings Street Coming from the
• Bowing Green Businesai University0 Green, Kenucky, Miss
nether, Mrs Sarah 11:eacham. and
"•"'s Teeudore Kramer ereived Friday to
▪ -erne two weeks with parents. Mr.
• Mrs T. J. Kramer on Second
• t-i-- 1.ade arrivals Friday night
• ,a• wno are attending We-st-de
•.,••• Teachers, Cellege newt-
• . Ky Miss Jane Scates
‘.• • • Ler eacnuon eith parents,
d, en and Mrs Julien Seater: Mal-.
s Int Henley with patents. Mr. and
cav '.1rs Fred Henley on Carr Street;
. , vee.-:, parents, Rev. and
: . : ..ilee Greer ane
• . el Western and
. • • ...lays eeth fri 'rids
tilton :toe aid War-
en eltinp. who ine et:ending Union
n'niversity in Jackeen. Tenn, ar-
teed Friday to spend the holtdays
: el: parents. Mr. ar.c1 Mrs J C
Alla on Jefferson Steeet John
Holt also of Union is here
neeral days. Ilrs Lois Hind-
returned Friday from George
Inenody College in Naseville. Term.,
• Arles Cooke, who is attending a
sae school in St Louis. arrived
.1 Fulton Friday,
MLNS Ruth "Miclu" Marsh arrtv-
• Saturday. December 19th, to
.g.e.d the holidays with her parents,
' end Mrs George V Marsh on
.1-th Street. Mickle is a freshman
it Nazareth Junior College in Naz•
'areah. Kentucky
Miss Jane Lewis. daughter of
Mr and Mr* J 0 Lew Is arrved
•-1 Fulton Saturday after 'ventnig a
few enns in Ouensboro. Kv . with
relatiees Miss Lee's is attencimg
• Betliers Woman's College in Hop-
yule. Kentucky
The University of Kentucky situ-
' lents arrived Saturday Graham
, Wilkins will not visit In Fulton Am-
en; the holidays ard Wendell and
Harold Pinkly. re-mained Le*.
• tegon until Sl.h1111V ors arrheng
iSiturea are Pubye Boyd
'• • .• ° E'P.1 ' 1 h :onto,
about fifty o the young ile of
en: Vs, geed eactean Is visiting her






IT'S A GREAT FEELING
To knou that the lolly beilidey &easels Is here, with 
Christmas
and New Year Greettnes being extended anti received. PlelSO
accept our beet wishes tor MERRY CHRISTIAN
Start the New Year Off Right vith a Type-
wrtler-Terms 10c .1 Dag
FULTON WALL PAPER & OFFICE
SUPPLY COMPANY
II'n /nut Street Phrme 149
Ltiectiburat. Va.. is with patents, MI.
itr;d ;tele Clyde Williams; Jean pee e -4•4114%.04. ./...:1.•:•i•A•....i).7.44-41•••••1. • en,---..e...IVA/e242.111:treoutisoue
of the Untvernty of Missouri, Col-
U rnt, la , Miss Mary Pew it t of Den - teniciee eetteeixeseenceseeenieteeeetiaseerel. reiesneriteeocee sg--.4111I.etrCeC.0 X41. '!"'
ton, Texas, wl.eie she attends the e.
men, Is visiting parents. Mr and n
College of Industrial Arts for Wu ry 177 .4 
  -
Mrs Raymond Pewstt Ca
-77=7 4
Inc or •• ,1;
Shannon Nterphy uho is a fresh-
_ _man of Hie n el University at Cam- _
--bridge, ars ,1 Tueeday. g
22nd.
And the lateen arrival vvil he Er-
nest fiernmeer, a student of the
l'revenety of Illinois in Charnpaigne.
Ill, who will arriee today, Decten-
tier 23rd to spend Christmas with ttt
his parents hlr: and Mrs Lon Ber-
flinger at their home on Eddangs r,
Street. ;
Juries Henry Jenakirs, who is n
•student et the Useveesey of Tenee:,
gee in Kenyville, Tenn . arrived Set. •- ne!
day to spe.1 he tiellitay.s with retr-
eats, Mr and Mrs J H. Jer.akie
eolith of Felton Fred Horns-a, also
c.f the Untneety of Tennessee. ar-
rived Sunday for a stay In Fulton
RIt,6 OUT YE BELLS
To all of our friends, fellow townsim
:111(1 .-trang.i. rs in our midst, may the Christ-
ihas rin4 a Liessage of hearty good cheer.
May «u find joyous happinese in the holidays,
and promise of more in the years to come.
FULTON ICE CO





p p see 'Year -  Cs
- - - - -
CLUB THURSDAY
WITH MRS E M JENKINS
The nniereine Club of Fulton met
Thursdny ,ifterneon in regular se.-
sion with W M Jenkins at her
home on Treel Street At one e•- w
cock a 1....e!y luncheen was served v
Twelve •evelin members we-re ri
present %vett twe vietore Mrs J F
Royster. :.rd Mrs Kaner of Cat-.
ads. Mrs W G Hill presided oenr „
the eueness rteeetig in the base:.-.' ;
of the ene-teet. Mrs J 0 Leetg
After the business rriaganne reperg
were etven by Mrs John Earle and
Mrs W F Boyd
day afternoon. December 31st
This chi!? win meet agate Thurs-
THI:RSDAY 'NIGHT CLUB
Mrs lier:Y L Bus st rt delight- *erosive:a rerseereure re est ti vas ,.;-irte -: ri-eir•ie ler ere...1m Jraosta•cmeansuretteessamettofully ertarinid ner bridge club e
Thorn-Ito. i ight at her eome co - i.,‘
Third-st S:x reeelar club members 4
were et ee....ot well evo visitors.
felts Very:. a °teen end nlisn Mar-
tha Sr- 1th tr
At the CO7tettlr011 of serial games If
if erogieseve con:tract hteh score i
arnee,c the club rnerrbers was hell
ie: Ms s Wenurn Hollou ny Miss t
nniette. Sneth held visitors hiee '
t..core In-en V ere presented lovely a
reues After the games the hoste3i '
:rrved -, ilt-!....cira`.:e salad cour-se. Is
and ca•:-.-si cat: the Christmas me.tt: !r•
an dens,• itens talnes and retresh-
rnents Ven Charles Murphy Jr.
will ei,ter the club this week
. is
A CHRISTMAS LIGHT I
(lit a1:-.:..er C ,:c.,:11a., (.\ e 11,any centuries
ago, a guiding light led the wise min to the
humble stall where a King was born.
The light has always expressed the spirit
of Christmas, and in th;:4 soft and mystic glow
we bring our wish for happiness, health and a




WI: LInGIIAN1 HOSTS TO TEA
Mr i R S Wnloarns and Mrs Wal-
ter WIlaneham were joint holesscs g
to a tca Feely :afternoon at the
home of Mrs Willingham on Ed- [
cline street when.. WAS one of tee n
'e-he-t eneal af rs of the holidays f•
The h.etre was beautifully dece r
rated va carry out the Chrtstinte
motif Pelee teag and wrenth.
teeny were tactetelly arranged about
the reeect Ion loeses while the dinine
room renrceentert a woodeleci stere
The table was draped with a lovely
lace clothe centered with a mirror-
. • a• !•• ?1/4: ' are, Dean ed lkse I nhithe a miniature Chrit-
-•!. Dur- mas tree !tented with blue and tuna-.,
, ev sr Blue tepers in sliver holders
.• , v.! • a sttl- fltekered ne eerh pal
• I .3tmrge Mrs WIleams wns lovely in a
.1\ . ar- enwn black velvet with rhtne-
e-e trireetnin are etn: Itenirie
..• ' h er ,':,'a, ' crere
, A lames Who MI h gaver tree : • .": ON' a•-




Sincere and hearty Christmas greetings
to you and yours. (loud health and prosperity
he with you all on these glad holidays. And
may the coming year bring a good store of
glad tidings
ARCADE BARBER & BEAUTY SHOP




























































The followi•ii, stutleiq. :Stu.
u,t,rto Tout heis ou ti 'it
CoutitY are expected to spend the
1.1,11%,tinai Intlidayr with i /r-
od!) and friends
ii‘o, alit Heinti.elniuti.
..,irtur It. Ilstyeit4 Btu
Oa+. 1.1 SUblei It' Cwire
;Sfadtlux. Jothes
hlu.tii 1t.: If
ruituti, j/illICS Hee% ea lierle,
toiltat E Sullivan, HIclunan, Irma
Jane Busttiitt, Fulton. Alice
McUthee Cn)ce, Jun.' Allen Mit-
chell Hicl'hiiiii. Jan
PQM/Ili. James P Halt.
mun, Sui4otty.
:'111I




Hoht.le Lee Clark, Julian ile,.tierlon
Nlat y Louise liomre, Jotat Lloyd
Jones, Calera* Fulton,
1,vritell Williams, Charlotte Adams
Homer Aleixaritiet. Wright. Borinie
rritistine, Harold I Hyatt, Rebt.cca
Meador, James Royer, Carolyn
•
•
',Li, .1 Shelby, Mat, NIA+. Smith, Vivian li Smith
s re, .11.. 1)1.1 is M. Neill
Howard Campbell Janice
F •111 Iii
.,e that Germany, Japan anti
ale b.dundi together to protect
the It might be it good 11,qt
f,iiiinttiuoilfrest the to
';v1;ing it commodity is une
,..11(h.ting fill.fieV is another The
Int.. is itu.. Et.A. •,111 SI ill ie ILI
It Or bit ;111(.04
1, 1.,nit granuitar arta°
LS, Ili :01 01,11V iilL141 k
IUP it gains. front crops
.1 10 thi section by both facii.
• r• it Me cointillafitty, alai Ind
.itro„av ,+reratlun of the milling
[co, with 31 on the payroll leg•
ill:illy provide* a steady Incorue for
(hit families
During November, a total of 3A54
placilnenti aiarc made ill the State
by the eleven district offices Of
this number, 2423 were p!ated oti
lainlvi works jobs: It on WPA job..
and 1425 In private etnploVment
Total ill.icemcnts were divided
arriottg 327%! men and 582 women.
:‘04.4••71•C') 44' •t*:WrittioUli.4-)C*4•412., -444
, ill • r Ch—e-isiwris




HAPP Y NEW YEAR
The ax was sharpened to cut the tree 
Ourthoughts are sharpened to extend you
and all your family one of the most en-
joyable Christmases you have ever had.
CITY ELECTRIC SHOP
Fourth Sire( I I,' It y.
# #
-1-, -ir *41,
11,1 41114411 4PCe IIPrit. tag 01114111114 KM% ICC KV 1E iirCIPVICIIIIPCCICIPIPI.." VC( '44 61 POPP!
5.
If
May the song the shepherds sang find a
happy echo in your heart on this joyful Yuletide
And may health, happiness and all the blessings
of success and prosperity be yours through the
coming year.
Lowe 's Cafe
OPEN D.41 .4ND NIGHT
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWN, FULTON KENTucKv
5.4or "La - 
I • 14 41 of ff II • t
C,01•444 041‘f•••• 41.•&deitew. &




(9)1S 110 .1 • • e ric.4 4
r.:471:0.24:1,;14 • :caws r t roves: e It
LET ;uu a Merry Christmas and u
Happy :s A Year in an old-fashioned way ,
HEAL ii, HAPPINESS and a goodly store
of good cheer to you and ours!
For many years we have sold the people of this
community groceries, and we are thankfol for
the patronage of our friends and customer.,
and extt nd our heartfelt appreciation.
CHRISTMAS GROCERIES
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e ?we L., ,..4•••••• a .• a .e•la —
A fatuous ship. once known in
A ail the headlines of the nation, but
A now among the boat of forgotten
1 vessels that ply the waters In sIns•
A ple commercial trade" was how the
Hopewell,
described the sturdy d. S rdliglIc
l, Virginia. Sews recently
A
after they. learned her story
Although by ter not the newest
A ulf the biggest of the steamers
1
which call at Hopewell for cargoes
of American nitrate of sods. the
Varner has a proud record Yeare
ago she accompanied Dr Pritjot
. Ninsen. the Norwegian explorer, to
1 the North Pole. Later, she carried
. supplies for Admiral Byrd's firste.4 Antarctic Expeditton When the
It Hopewell Neve found her at the
1 nitrate of soda p1 rat The was Jts
-t .bat-gins soda ash and pickIng up.4 American "soda" for use on the1
fields of American ferment
-------
.:
..7. Just because half of the speeches
A l ublislied art not worth reeding is
• i
::.em
te egeuse for not reading any of
a
i NEWS AT CAYCE SCHOOL
I
Cayce IS • place of bright lights
now that electric current has arrived
at the school, and has been intrc-
weliear..4 via t•ACI10•1411•01 :sr.4aNc-ttc.celry ree.-Ivon.gyokr. 4-•;legAreles,oeirs dutxd in many of the homes The
--- - --
r Christmas puce11 Hal %RINI) I'Iit lIt.%..44.anal I.id 11 /1111.111the
ra a uotaled worid. ii taill lb v•rdtten
labs the calm wait of C.4.11.,Ulass.
id gnIde u- Lulea atone taiit. footpath
to peace from which man stutimit
p tiuiIy %hen he mime on butnals
vd ion alone
For Chmtrnae orates a pause. a
us mulls* Ult. spinning gyra-
tioris of human ambition and htunatt
St ri%Ing At Christmas tune the voices
Lit kiwis and at captaina sound, sonic-
h.,w. let.", strident. the Mats ut nations
I. .,.s defiantly. and
n o eteryislif re see the brother rather
UatJa the wolf in their neignburs
That la becuum at iriu,strilas unie se
stalk not by sight but by Iamb—the
faith ...Wt.!' the p.).4 der.critu.. as -a
higher faculty lhati reiu:on." and the
apostle as -the annstaisee GI tholes
hoped for
It Is because Chriatuass ca.rnes AN an
annual, and -We tke/irAt.4.1 aorld a *eq.
C. trle. rcrultilar that *or:Art ;..u.; uitinitely
eleator. Infinitely wiser thin human
reason keeps m from wandering as)
fez from the path
And at Chr.stmas we reins:Liner U.
that Faith sithtut Works is dead The
sotrit of (piing. which began under an
auclent star still shining in the hearts
of men. la an express:on of that con-
r.ctIon At Christmas all worldly joys
are subordinated to the uric Joy of kind.
• inetudine Etat uutpol,r,r,g
fellowship and ,yupirUi n stile!. trie
psorost can %burr e a1st.1) a the
rich.
This Loc. I. 1,.e54 4.• the (..).-.aasa.
aft.1-11n which :i.akes us
flirt oofts. tray, ,i5,L the HutiA
of Nta4
d/ca cuor,.ig 41e1 Lis pall&
Irv- moonlight of a perteci a.....
Koods reart and to...r.
to this was comes ctirW.L.as
r:("10N CABIN THURSDAY
11,..4 ladles iit trot Ctiutcli (AA tin
`o .'11 1 ,14111...1 Chs
Mt ti-.• f\•• gt• tV 441,,i•Lilitit
We,
,1 I Lai !Ai Li .•, itis
I ;,4 -
1,421,or •• 1:1I III ri•, Nita
liii 611 .1, ii pzi: oiled ..lt the
•te. Vitt, f., u,.tat I , tistet-,
, The 11;41 I. y,,,. I Hying:
tones and co:M.
flit' "gut iityLatinted" guttat *14v
thi first eiiii.yed 'Die guests were
Ii i-il facIng each othei, with the
talking tu their paltrier' on
...its their husbands, the Christ
Iii It multi the labor of the day
iiititcat, 'mos III
viii,Jyal..+1v feature of the program
each hlahlifoldeti
-,d te.ited to blow stitv.v halls thtu
c!iele Mrs. Will CSII;Pbffil receiv-
.1 a prire whiner cif this contest.
'1, y to the World" was then sung
. all
M the Christmas tree was a girt
r each one present awl they *ere
rj /10•41 13 y. Mrs William Smith
• II l'uuston unl Mrs Doran
. sandwiclie-i. Cool
aNd tea were served with small
curelles burning in gum drops as








'Al It' composed of the following
M F. Higgs, chairman; Decor-
..., 111. Mn. B Houston and Mrs
moss, Entertainment. Mrs
hiorris and Mrs John Milk-
iit•fritalatnetits, Mrs Vivien
Hunt, Mrs It L Harris and Mrs
Hugh Barnes
CLUB WITH MISS YAEBRO
Mid fit4rie V Yarbro delightful-
••ertaitiell her bridge club lust
Ti elay nieht at her hotne Oft
(.1 -S V Three tables of players
A I.. 0! picsent which included' club
•• I ' Ji mat. visitor, Mrs. 1
Si t :al genies of proems,-
I .,1,11,111 were ettikoet at the
mat ill high scum, as held
tiv Mi. Lulu Rogers atriong the
(Joh ?timbres who twelve& a lovely
go..% plus. Mrs George Moore
held setorid high scs.re and she war
!oriented perfume. Mrs Jones Wes
preiiented a beautiful powder putt
as guest prize.
Late in the evening thp hostess
,,ervoci delicious sandwiches and
e,iftee Miss Betty Norris will en-,
.ertalti the club this week at tier
!ion& on Park-ay.
"Y•'-17%A.-!;•4-4--C- -!•g- 441R-NR-4144 •
GOOD Will TO ALL-7
():. that silent night so many years ago,
when Christ was born, there was Peace
in the world. It is our hope for you and





asidevam. satsisina.saideetcaiwil..iutAs stascsdierscriterAt assissestimaissedeMIIMOMUsods.
1
schou first recetved zurrent for
Itghts last Friday. and many ot the ;
residences have lights this week
Kenneth Oliver. teacher in the
(7.iyee school, after benig for w
wveral weeks, has returned to his k
work Miss Isabel' Bundurant on ;
Hickman, substituted for him during I.
his illness.
Rev. W. D. Ryan spent Pricia
'rernoon in Hickman where he ad-









Sot-1ft'  Joins Us inVishing
Gifts are on their way, carried on the wings
of friendship and love. . . . Wreaths are hung
and candles lighted. . . . Business doors swing
shut and mankind turns homeward for gaiety,
happiness, peace. . . . We pause. . . to thank all
for their patronage so generously bestowed this
year. Every member of this firm joins in to
extend joyous greetings of the season, wishing
,you and yours, 'MERRY CHRISTMAS."
OPEN EVERY NIGHT TO 9 'CLOCK
UNTIL CHRISTMAS
Stephenson's Grocery
Comm( rcial A (Taut Fulton, Kg.
A
a
IIIMISC•ClalearlientetelliarleMiletelletersaliMee erre 4-warese essmealgariewsiswessowesspows




CUSTOMERS 1 G., •Dircts cawicti,2% -•"6
4\ 04e '} V PO'
It has been a real pleasure to serve you during 1936 and at this
glad season we wish to extend our sincere good wishes for a
MERRY Ci/R/S7'M IS and a HAPPY \Ell' YEAR






[Cy isfii rig Ott U
-7171.
IN KEEPING with the Spirit of Christmas, when friendly greetings are ex-
tended, we wish to extend Our Greetings to our patrons whom we regard as
personal friends.
We cannot greet each of you personally, so we ask you to consider this,
figuratively speaking, as a hearty hand-clasp, while we wish you in all sin-
cerity, a very - --moose*
MERRY CHRISTMAS and a HAPPY and PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR
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TO YOU
A Merry Christmas and A Happy New Year






Good equipmen should be provid-
ed for home-butchering It need not
'le elaborate or expensive, and canbe had largely from home materials.
One of the nuezt essential tools is
.1, sharp knife This is necessary tocurve the carcass properly and to dua good lob trriuming the hams anddies.
' To clean badly Jaded wood, use amixture of one quart if hot water .
three tablespoons of boiled hrieeedtril and one tablespoon of turpentine
Warm the mixture in a doubleboiler and use whale warm Put itin with a soft cloth, polishing off
with a dry one.
Dress your hair so that your facewill appear as nearly oval as pour-tile, says a woman to women. Try atenter part, one on the right side.!del and low, and similar parts on
Lie' left side •ittermine which soft-
ens the arid which makes thei• and lit tic appear 'salmi! Ifl pir-
C tlhelter. .6mm' feed and'denty of clisaa.4 fee,h water help
In•ep thicken. leaithy.oty. increas-ing U,i5tiihse fib dreases SomeLinnets put hluestone i the drink-:lie 'rater at the rate et an ounceper I() gallere ii c' 'k mg it first in
a it warm v
More farmers than ever before.equioptub tor ca.,. ea. ns for winter
fur lambing querters
Tiii i I its' hy stretching woven
wire aitl.:Itt the inside of the wellsand filhne Ps- spewc between thewir.• end wells with straw or hay
fashion expert. Study whatfashion is doing with color Color
for the seasons vary 115 to liehtnessand darkness, brightness it•.1 dull-ness Colors are usually br:ght and
.t.eng contrasts are used in sum-
0 or, while the range is mere sub-
clued to winter, though there mayhe at in bright colurs
- --------- --
Pierce, Tenn, Dec IV, IV3t.Dear Santa Claus
I am a little girl 10 years old, undI want for Christmas the followinga watch and ring, a typewrite', a
his ik satchel. tountain pen, glose•rainier. cut-iiiits and Iirewca hi. and..11 kind, of Ciirastmus els111.111 11
riot. Don't tiirget mother. daddy






When Pike county farmers wereunable lit color/crate in the agricul-tural conservution pregram, due tolack of funds, K J Day, Pakevillehusiness man. Furchased 798 puondsof grass seed fr them As a result 'each farmer rece.ve an over 'PtehrrtgeMtort•ro•frVirovtdrvyeeJiari rppp pgridrwmplyirk • --,..awpArt.stfajtdritarterpgr e ft, opp47t• . sus --. 'sc._ at mt. A1101111 s. 'talk -t.t. at.
•
Compitments of the Seosew:.
Aisle 




We are saying it in person to all whom we can see. And to be
sure that we do not miss anyone, we here and now send our very
best wishes to you for a very MERRY CHRISTMAS and a
BRIGHT and PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR.
GOOD CHEER, HAPPINESS AND THE BEST OF HEALTH
TO YOU AND YOURS
LAST MINUTE XMAS NOTES—




Take Advantage of These Nvw Lower Rates. to Modern-Ire Your Home—to End Housekeeping Drudgery—toLive More Pleasantly—at a Prise You Can Easily Afford.
NOW—Let tne do your washing and ironing. yout
sweeping and cleaning, your sewing, your cooking,sour water-heating, your dish-washing—give you
better lighting, operate your refrigerator, your health
lamp, proside you with new comforts and coil
seniences . . . all at the flip of it switch.
NOW—You'll find me the most dependable, thecleanest, cheapest, fastest sersant sou an have . . .with the hourly rate oh my pay going down as mywork int leases.
NOW—You tan be Stitt that Ott tric.il appliances willinoie55 vitt woe than es t.:- as Christmas gilts, withthese new ItAS rates on the was.
REDDY KILOWATT
Y.usI ectsual Setvant
our t Ilanatier Will Gladly Explain the New Rates
KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
age of $18 6u from the government,and from this sum sal repay MrDay an average of $450 for seed. Any:tuch means, says County Agentr E. Lambert, that $76260 came in-the county, and farmers increased.! in- pasture acreases and unproved
.eir sod
1e C. II 1 ltflr.N ar
her home in Pasadena, Calif andw11 also visit friends and relativesin Los Angeles Sta. was at ciaii•'soiled by T. S Klapp andMiss JJuanita Heavers of PaducahKy , and Mrs Dossett of Anna. IIIThes ohm to return te Fulton aboutJanus:. Ilth
tit RS'.' YEAR ON FARM INTERNIEDIATE DE1"T OFSAWS COUNTY AGENT M04: SUNDAY SCHO(H. PARTY- -----
Commenting that 1936 has been a e Intermediate Sunda% S
department of the First Mett.
busy yeur itn the (rem. County
church. including pupils arid n•
Agent W E Wiedebare of Christ-
i" "'linty sit'. 3 that Ihte"e falih Thursday night in the basemse •
activity ventinued well into the fas.n the, c; etch At,„itt fatt%. „lc ;There has been more corn cut ent who enjoyed games and •
,..z,.1 shocked. 11.ktre corn lurid sewn
ruced than in most former yearsEven the thhn tobcaco showa a bet-ter cure and finish In sen,e in• tatices, the burry minify was nev•i er netser, farmers sicy
SOCIALS
MI:-S 1NEI. SHELBY
••1 LEAVES FOR CALIFORNIAMiss Inez Shelby left Friday--.ight for California where she willst oend about two weeks She be• the guest of Mrs Paul Btliings at







ers, enjoyed a ClinsUnas part \
snd send c..ret- A iris -
1.• Natilln kraals, arid more and t 4-ant:fully decorated and a gift Was,,tit. ,,tuite used this yelti than e‘er. viele tor each one present He'eters. in the Iii-tory of the county,' trestiments were served, with medeclared t'A total of 35,000 tens Chri•itrhas favor. The only eislters.tt limeston has been applied to the were Rev and Mrs E M Mathirtarm land of Christian county thisIlia Thai (Lk/re than triples the riA•B WITH mksprevious high vane which with in ARCH 111:DDLESTON, JH1929 Mrs Arch Iluddleston Jr .-Dark itali"-c" hi" t-H-wn hettel hostess to her bridge club at herIi . rile on Thad-st Three- table* orAltu tar 1ttb members acne piestyV. no enjoyed games of cent ITi.rouse.out the everting At ft .•lie.ittri hien sore Was fitMisa Cordelia Hi anti who re. 0:.e.;a lovely prize
Late in the evening the host. -ed a delectattle salad plate
Now that college football isthe gamblers vc ill have to net.-ornething else
The slogan, -sts.p IS beim.revived For the past several yearsit ha- heel) "please ship
!..en who ilemarld equal rights
v. an such %Cliefflence would be sur-
P1ImN1 if they eta them
laded figures indicate a Ile%
record tom ..11.11011Wlillea
N1111'11111119 surely car, take it




10:! Walnut SI., Fulton, I%)
Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat
SPECIAL
4 TTENT1ON
l'o the accurate fitting
of t•'.'e glasses.
ormea aories,I 4 14. la A. M. 1 to II P at




1 oulsville Courier-JournalLouis'. Ill.' Times
MI Louis Post-Dispatch











It gives us much pleasure to extend to you—our friends •
F and customers -sincere appreciation for the patronage youOP have given us during 1936.tol
•it, • 
g 
May your Christmas be a merry one, and may the New 
's!
Year find you retracing your steps to our store when in needof merchandise at economical prices •
BENNETT ELECTRIC SHOP ;3




rile /666,61• iiel Appi,
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allI'V•t• • 4: ....II I'. 'Ns u&,,. 14•661‘4,4 481,war I. /AVM .1k, , • , I ' .1 air 
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SERVICE
as you'd have it
EXPERIENCED cum.:vas-ion is essential to good ser•vice, as you would hale at,and it costa no nitre Out
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I
,,i. %lb*. 1443. Wit II) 1(1 t ••• %LI!,
ritolu, • the tervek.us WiliarJ resse•arm th..ht, ,e bears. reysise near













PM Lull, sl Fulton
Still Coughing?








it the tell v itt. b..hatie of h.op•i • is 2 IN lu l 11,1
Is 0241 itt 4,1 to be lathea le i• -
44sAY, Jon, where's the star furthe tow 'Dii'k Dortmenth smiled
do vn at the girl who stood at the
fuet of the ladder "Bow t, a.; it
Ica I:" he asked
' Fine, litsk ohntrit like heInt hotite,•' she exclaimed, andthen her Lice sobered
' Beret" Auld Dick, and descend-ed ''Don't you dare let me down.It', y durn sheltie that the whilescht.rel piled off fit the hohileysieril left you b.ttitlt.i a ith ine, hutstill, if you Meth t stayed, whatwurold 1 hav• dolie? '





DItANIA IJaPAli I 1\ 'a. :s. I
The Dt WWI ikt,all..,..,,t , 1
UtlIttal WhIttott'4 elhi. hit I : i ..11 ithey afternoon tit thy doh 1:2111,./ • r.
I V. 41111.1i-it The f.,1j.twitig e,c.ie hos.tesses Nlesdi.zura H 0 Ceptelated,Dun Hill, and Matisiteld Mat tinTh. chairman, Alia 1%laitir. kalieti the inyeting to (Atha and pre-sided duritig the Wattle-6a se.*sionMinutes of the pievious meeting"iit Ulu root! ',•„.1'..6 (.111e61 t)y :he. ...t.tether) , Mt •4 Itul.aart Gs einem Thit •tei.n .egului In, inhvi i er.....erviii thetoil call The Drente del,ai intent willbe la...4 to hic Worrell, • Cluo at Itsopeturie meeting in Ectalieiry andcommittee-3 Welt: lli.4.,.,11,tud to makeuttateeetiients for ttu. nieviih.Aft:: the busineas the programwas tut eccd u‘ur to Mit (.1evricMialWI, Leader for the afternoon.Mra Marsh, In a very pleasing111.41111e1 ell &C Lawietare tioasemieti.lay, "Victoria Regina" She pre'a- ,te l Miss Mary Pascale!' whoplayed a manu solo, 'eSteil.ith "At the conclusion of the piugtatilthe hustessea served a delightful.alad coursethe tip home." 
-- -•TIIIIRSDAY NIGHT CLUB
-But at least. Jon. you have a i, Ali .I12.1 MI'. tiviie Speight Were
Panic.  to. 1.1 ill fully I 1,,15t and lio.tepi to tholr bridge
-I kn.... IA been then.ang Of club Theasslay night at their hornyI 
th•t ' '.r'le straightened 'Con'ton, let . get thr,,, gl, Whist ehhi'
.•.e eh with ire rt,i,;Iiinel"
1.11 take it ' Ile hegari twillingit around 111 lamp tIxtute "De y.,r,kno..v Jen.' he surd inteimels I risurmised s,ittio ,f the tither 141' -
th I 2'.; 'Slit' 3011 (0 VI it II•Ptti
N. .• %kit,. ii'etti ft., , 1116611,t66.'
41 ,t.e% .1 , n,. , H, 
, . I , ..•.4...rf,
I.. el..% hole .21 ...1
llota-,IL., it I- v" Ile
.,..i.pi• - Ned I , ei...I do,.•r! int,-r ,e.• . t.i • t•
i I quite , c ., .( f .t. .1.• ,•.
• ...I .., .1 I. .I., ,. ' .I... 1. , 'lii.
e r "X- 3 I .-1!*
1a...11 in His Own I
v..•
riti ‘l.ra .t 'Iwo tables f club nirm-Iii us 
Who 1/11joyed
0.1itt 111 ,2101:' .•••1/. 2' 4...1111/10 At
II, 2.. '.t1,
. •.. iii I 1.15 t,1 ..t•
lithe)I. ,111.0 WILL '6%.11L let esented a prate,t• 111 Ire• ettitriig huirriessset titt a .1.1.. (able cried plate. Airand :1,Irs Johii Intniels will enter•putt,. al it next tweeting.taut. true .hut, %ail, a piet-luek etip•pe., and Lii itrtu awey Ut I. next
lif.):\ (clap IiNSIXTIE' BIRTHDAYj-,asirow delightfully en-tect.citoeri 1..t %%eels with it party athi I 1.u)hc Peuri-st, cumplanent•in.! hit. •i-oghter. Mildred rn hetAsti, hi ALL) TwcIre ft it': ids ot.tioni.ette wete pte..ent who•ed at t.*, *did moth:wetted invit. /01, u cnte...its dui trig the after•tat .1 ei.est 'nese:deal the il.'11.
a losyls. llte gat 111is Kas.s seised delisiouti let.' cream andcrke. cat tying out the Cloistints-ei,ti:
_ • -
1. 0 Bradford spent Thuis-do) ire Puducah.
at home 1 Loan:nueser,e fie the nion who makes his(.y Ill Fultim
Tr 
}'au l. spent Thmeday in St1 un business
-
r '







' HWY NEW YEAR
extetid Creetrog, to the tseasun and thank you roe the fine
',Orlin:to, sou hate givrn as In the past '.ear :slay the holiday.
tom, N6116 gic.,1 Iiiippiteeio, and the future veal even more
Bel...r‘c.tt's Drug Store




.4!' •1"-% V6.1t1 hon... is .' • • . • .-4 it ,rft It.
Noll 1.0%6 L 6.• 1:66 Uti 151,
1/IUS 6%6 01' (111`:111.61ii /11:111ar IL fo!
twetria. all a i on me to tot...! it:
(Is at ant .,ther L11166
the ark early merlons, of Christ.
111,11 itself. Yet I hose Irit:tad Witt, Ara.
t onsitlers that S.. it,. Ciaus on mil>
brute in the co:ille tit tss re.ht •
that visions of quads p; .me
'catty seen, as well as IL. ,e to
found mtm tt.e sn., 1•114:s 01 J.,
may dative tilt 101 the heads
47athe young tunes
Among my Cli, Latina5 therie...t tea
the yeasts when our teeibeiarid eiett,1 1
not afford trimming it Wee. and :*
there was no ni retelptece fur ! - .
Mg stockings Some people .
think that a tombination to
meriiment into U cocked hat! The> *...;
should have seen our exciternerd at
flanging a etockine fisim the Utak
of eadi chair. laird the delighted 1,joi
squeals when we diacosered in thechurning that Santa had filled the ! tornosiery with appropriate gifts If ;OPthey acre ...heap and the tinsel and
tie!ly sonspicuously lacking ouly
the gross n-ups knew it ogi
There was always a box of dun,
aloes in somebody's stocking, strap
my father liked to play. Ve'• us..
ally spent Christmas morning it. h
(sandy game, and I have just it.
moment suipected it wasn't ii„
c!.1then who started 01 I've sr *A,
cower ft lend whose father insists ca,
making popcorn balls Christmas /1".morning, and her mother must al-
ways fry sails re,. So. Merry V-
ClirletTlerS, .41,0 %,,tir us', 0 was ,Te-
r • •
WE EXTEND Vol' ONE AND ALL Ora 1110ET
SINCERE GREETINGS FOR A
MERRY CHRISTMAS 4N"
VERY HAPPY NEW YEAR
We heatedly thank >ou tot the palls siege sou baseelven us during the past year and hope to he *hie It,terse sou agein dining the miming veal
CHAS. W ALK ER, Prop.
Phone 930 Fulton. km.






llegrineliggirilLOCINKNOINVOIPIPCIrre 1,11.0417.1, -.. err •••4"V tett.V teltviverts,et-eppe "pert ,Celet4VettlelP441101101114111114111111,1111141144114111014111ely :VC 41411011411HENS p.tve). MILK-FED, DRY PICKED lt
(3 to .1 lb. average) LB.
OYSTERS FRES-SHOR, FOR FRI !NG Pt. 33((s. .11 pt. 21c)
PHILADELPHIA REAM CHEESE "G. P 2(
CHEESE ANC). WISCONSIN LB. 23(
MINCE MEAT BRANDI ADDED LB. is(
DuRims FANCY LONG ISLAND, LB. 29(
English Walnuts Prices quoted Include All Tax,etc. Positively Nothing Added.
Large Size. LB.. . 19cALMONDS, Clean, Fresh, lb. __ 25e P.4 PER SHELL PECANS. lb.. _ 25eFILBERTS KROGER IS LOWESTIV PRICE ON S'I'T. IF? 23( BRAZIL RUTS (('alled Cream Nutsor ''VIgger Toes") LB. 19c
Mixed Nuts QUALITY MIXE3--NO TRASH, Lb.lip•••••••••-••••••• 
•
I7c
I ) 1 ,1 TES, .411 loe Pkg., 3 for 25c DROMEDARY DATES, 8 oz. lieI' LBS. SUDAN DATES P4CKAGII: 25( SUGAR ROLLED DATES ' 10(
Apples;
BEAUTY.D lcl1 :31igee.1,.. 3 for IT();
10c dz. 39c wifir:rzedzFor Eating 39c
BOX 111"(BS TANGERINES. Box. $1.75 ORANGESLge.1esh Bag( 19 to 25 Oranges) 25(REDUCED A PPLES, Winesap. med. $1.99 (Box of 319 Oranges $1.75)
ORANGES Large JuicyFlorldas, Doz. 29c SWEET, JUICYMEDIUM SIZEFLORIDASVINCE MEAT, Countro Club. 3 Boxis 2.5e STICK CANDY Larg• 12 oz. Stick 10eFIGS 8 OZ, PKG. Regular We, 3 foR 25c CHOCOLATE COVERED CHERRIES LA Box 25(
Bananas dz. 19c Nuts COCOA\ rsfull of milk ea. Sc
WE AREN'T ASKING YOU TO BUY, BUT TO COME IN AND SEE THE HUGE SUPPLY OF w





Though ti,vre art/ many ultik.ient
types of tit:Kir:41, the one most of
us remember with pleasure is the
old uncle, a left-over from days long
past Mrs. Stowe's Uncle Tom with-
out his sorrows or Harris's Uncle
/lemur with a little less iinittial lore
has lived in nearly every neighbet-
hood that 1 have visited. Though
he was usually an old-timer, he was
tarely some younger neer%) with old-
ish characteristic* This pictures-
que type is always a champion, gen-
erally an outspoken one, of the good
old ilays beton, the war If he can-
114)1 the actual tone* of
da%ery, t.e quotes his iniumny By
,_xnuouit tell his and retelluig stories
of the foul old days he has convitic-
cd hioarelf mat most of his youngei
auditors of the truth of his wonder-
. ill! yarns The older white people
have regarded the old fellow too
'iighly to question fur histoliciil
sketches: the younger ones prefer to
think that w hatever Uncle Coot ge
tells must be true, because he lived
,,,, a lung time ago and knew plenty of
Ns our inicestors who are now dead
Uncle Charlie represented to me
Am.*
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS,
in my childhood the whole comm.
!„.root ihst wt" terninatee !”'
I. i,o old, it I trio
.• II It. it ai.pear that i•
a . ,t4:11,0,11'41') s..1 (jawlike k\ •
inertai turnsell There was ii..1:11.1‘
ti.„1 ite could nut letnernber, that is,
you asked hint about it and thus
save hull a ctionce to get his bear-
ings Ile said that lie was the body
sia‘e of his young insignia, who in
toy earliest days was about as old
as any one .ould be and a ho stoutly
maintained that Uncle Charlie NYS
WM al years ',cutup* than he.
L'ache Charlie had a marvelous war
record, according to his own at-
cont I renimber his 'saying that
tie enlisted in this fashion, ,'Cluitlie
Stutitilefield; in at any tune and out
at aliy tune." I haNe sometUllet9
wondered whether sonic of the white
helves of the same Ch il War did not
pi act he this agreement, regardless
of their etilistinent tarots This thing
that used to bother us chilthen was
Uncle Chailie's trankness with the
white people, a !rankness that
would not hone been tolerated in
younger ctiloied pek.ipla The old
uncle was an ii freedom never en-
joyed by any one else, he was a
piivileged character like the court.
4.;
4
ADD JOY TO MOTORING
UORNS, radius, heaters, radiator covers, or-
naments and other fine accessories to add to
the pleasure and comfort of motoring await you













COMPLETE MOTOR 1:1 BUILDING
AND SHOP EQI'l VENT
-- Jones Auto Parts Co.
'he olden time
. • moral lectures to
hite ahlse were 11Pe un
ir'111611 kalbly ‘vlse Ion oh,
-‘'ClAtilUll when I went to the spring
.0 water the horses, I met Fit
tijthei 40X•ilave, who had conie
down to water his hones. too Thn.
day berm e one of the negi no,
of our neighborhood had been kill-
ed in a brawl In a town foity miles
away That event gave Uncle Ed
chance to preach a bit on the gen-
era downwind tendenclea of the
time He said that no such things
happened in slave Limes: the notatei
valued his slay ell too highly to have
them shooting at each other HI
then branched off into • discussion
of the evil) of freedom. When h,
wus a slave, he said, he had 0,110
to eat, a good place to sleep, a due•
tor when he needed one, and he did
not have to work too hard; now hi'
could not afford a doctor, he worked
himself nearly to death to get some,
thing to eat, and he moved from
plime to place nearly every year
The Israelites wandering in the
wilderness never longed more for
the fleshpots of Egypt than did
Uncle Ed for the good old days
ECONOMIC POSITION
OF BURLEY IMPROVED
Three years of production adj'ast-
od to consumption lies improved the
ii«momic position of hurley tobacco,
says a statement by Prof. Dana G
Card of the University of Kentuc-
v College of Agriculture.
I,ess tobacco was produced than
was CollStalleft in each of the past .
three years with the result that
stocks have been reduced. The to-
tal supply of tobacco on October 1, m
1933, was a billion and 100 Minion
pounds Since then about 675 mil- if
hon pounds have been produceii
and 875 million pounds consumed
Thus the surplus has been reduced
by 200 million pounds. The supply ,
now is about 900 million pounds, and
in another year, if consumption con- :
tinues at the present rate, the sup-
ply should be near 800 million
pounds.
Thus Prof Curd points out favor-
able factors in the burley tobacco
situation include not only reduced
production but also increased con
sumption. Sales of cigarettes ha%,
been of record ineaking proportior:
in every month but one during Va.
past It% o years
Consumption may be at such ..
high level as to create over-confi
deuce among growers Prot Card
fears, and he added that he wished
oto emphasize the need for caulk.
in planning for the future, lest new ."
surplusses be accumulated and un-
satisfactory prices result."
'Yields per at-re' this year are est-1
imated to 10e unusually low Normal ,
yields would have produced 35 mil- I t4
lion pounds more than the 217 mil- '
lion pounds noa estimated for the
1936 cnip Wilde some increase in
acreage next year may be justified
Prof Card thought that it could eas-
ily be overdone. "If an acreage of
burley equal to the average of the
five years prior to 1933 were plant-
ed and normal yields were obtain
ed. the resulting crop would excec.!
the present annual consumption t)
30 trillion pounds." he said.
111CiE4W4̀ `-'41:̀ •13̀ 1,1'0•*"4̀4(4'4",t'ig.tt!tr4:4:4:4!.4!4!4!.41!4:4̀ 0.1)!,0',4 ,6̀'41
HIGH HO' AND A HERRIE 01 Our business has been great this year-' For that try are eery great ful to all of our
eusham and f rit - no ii a We you all a MERRY CHRISTMAS.
A PI1LES, box or bushel.
./.10 $2.30 $2.60
.4 pples,dz. 10c 15c 20c 31k
TANGERINES, Dozen 12c GRAPES,
8.4NAN.48, Dozen
CHOC. DROPS, lb. in
ORANGES, Dozen 121 2c






MIXED ('-t.\ t)}'. lb. 10c Candies 1 Pound 121 2c
ALL .7e STICK CANDY, 6 for 25e
1 POI VD MINT STICK, 2 for 33c
amossrmsmmmsmmrst
STAPLE GROURIFS
PORIt & tor '
KRAUT, 2 No. Cans 23c
KIDNEY REINS reg. Si: 3 for 23c
HEINZ COOKED M.1(..11ION1
No. I Can, 2 for ___ _ 9 -
TOMATO JUICE, Camp., 3 tall 2k
CANOV.4 COFFEE, 3 1-lb. GLASS
JARS, (Limit) 78c
FRUIT CAKE INGREDIENTS
• WE HAVE ALL THE INSIDE
OF TH1 FRUIT CAKE.
• THAT OLD-FASHIONED
F111.17' CAKE, 2-lbs . _ 80c
Fruits
Orange CANDY SLICES, lb. 121 2c
EXTRA FANCY ('HO('. .5-lb hx 99c
FIREWORKS
FIRECRACKERS, 2 balm. Sc
FIRECRACKERS, 5 bdls. Sc
RO.V AN CANDLES, 25 shot 19c
20 shot 15c, 15 shot 12c
12 shot Ilk, 8 shot 5t-
A1'TO.WATIC PISTOLS Bk
('.4P PISTOLS Sc
SPARKLERS, 3 boxes _ 13c
DIAMOND ENGLISH WALNUTS
Per Pound -------- 23c
.WIXED NUTS, lb. _ 22c.
PEC.4NS, Paper Shell, lb. _ 23e
BRAZIL NUTS, lb. 23c
FRESH COCONTTS, inch Sr &
PEANUTS, 3 lbs. for 25c
Pickle's Grocery























• COI.NT 11II.-%3!S TH .4T
hIKE l'H.IT GOOD RED
GRAY .
Ii 1.: I it
rt• s Ai.' 7 .4111,4 ,k01100611.5./ ettlIkti-
jrom„:07,1.1.: t1.1.0NE.., II! 1.1; 1 '
,̀--.4111embsoPMPAIIIP.
INad1atiltalaill.4,
ONLY 2 DAYS LC:174:
OUR SELECTION IS STILL COMPLETE! ALL (;II"l'S WIZAPPED!
A MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR
Front the bottom of our item t, at this friendly holiday season, we extend the season's 'fleet-
ing.; to our irietai and potions Forgetting all bu Incas cotes arid worries, %.e have a warm feeling
ou• helot fir those who have been our friends Juice we opened our store here, and shall earn-
. to, atrive t. them e. ell hotter m the elimitig year





Packed in Pretty Xneme ite•.‘
79c $1 $1.25 the
Whethur you her Circe pair or
six pair, or eve'. .t (1(.t-fl - the niet
thing to do is to cliose this hosier.‘
in our three warcirohe types walk-
ing, afternoon and evening itose it
exquisite I.ove..ness!
SEE 01'!? 11 \ Holt 5!
Make' her happy op.! 11»•111(d u ills
De lightful and L.tout.siir Fuminine
'lingerie'
or 1 11LAIII'S leisure mann ntN!
P.J.- -ROBES ."`"chin" $2.93
BLACK CHIFFON GOWNS $3.95
BLACK LACE DAVE SETS $2.5C
SATIN LACE DANCE SETS $1.29
BLACK SATEEN PUMAS $1.93
SATIN AND CREPE PANTIES 69c
CORDUROY PAJAMAS $3.50
PANNE SATIN ROBES $3.50
SATIN QUILTED ROBES $2.9Z
FRENCH FLANNEL ROBES !.3.98
SMOKER Vtiret and .se-' !8.9
GOWNS-PAJAMAS Nia'n .;2:;; Layaway plan







A bag in the hand is wor-







of red, green and
iley, oiyal blue,
.iid i iot All si:-
.. $1.98Pt.
SLIPS FOR GIFTS
Panne Satin .1ips 99c





































New high shade frocks,
soft prints, chiffon fluf-
fy sh-eves and gave orna-




for the holiday estirilles





Taffeta -net - 1w-41a-bus Ratios in
a host it coloi Toe daring types--
and the feminine shirty:alter
style. A nice selection awaits
you
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_ .t.t - • .--Sv%- We brim?, ()11 Clad I id illf.)‘• I'd exit nd to all our Friends and customers the,Season's Best Wishes, for a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.
1, KASNOWPP t. at bib . /..V. I Jet 142 ••r• NPLIIMMZI. 44,1;7 7, a.; 3,2,10,,.. !Mk pauogiu Artef.:*,mcimipmempapm,gowt,,, 
IP • 10111`11411 11PC.: Cfm"•4111.4e. 
Ark.%"14014*asirsow fer
SHIRTS for Him
Never have we assembled a wider selectionof Shirts. Quality materials in a widerange .of colors and up to the minutestyles. Give one or more Shirts to Him
for Christmas 68c to $1.73
IIPC11•14 :•••rt trcrwicwvivr-f.m*trovetivc,rektn lvte,r,-..4ri. A
A
Gifts for tal - boys
men's Suits $9.95 to $18.50
Men's Zipper Coats, suede $2.98
Men's Combination Top Coats and
Raincoats _ _ _ _ _$2.95 to $3.95
Men s Black Melton Zipper Coats ._ . ..$2.98
Men's and Young Men's Hats, in new
styles and shades $1.50 and $1.98
Men's Silk Hose in beautiful Christmas




Ties, in Christmas boxes
Men's Dress Trousers








Men's Washington Dee-Cee Overalls $1.00Big Smith Overalls _ $1.25Oskosh-B-Gosh Overalls . $1.59
Men's Plaid Zipper Jackets, all wool $3.95
Men's and Boys' Tweedoroy
Suits _ .$3.95 and $7.00
Sweaters for Men and Children
Shorts and Shirts, each _25c and 50c
asposionomermesismoseimpoorepopemoponspesitme
BLANKETS
These lovely blankets are a very -Warm"
way of saying "Merry Christmas. We
have them in a nice assortment of pastel



















All Crepe Silk Dress
Materials, 3 1-2 to
4 yards $1.98
Bed Spreads, in all new
designs $1.00 to $4.95
Ladies' Robes $2.25 to i.1.50
Ladies' House Slip-
pers 39c to $1.1)0
Ladies' Silk Under-
wear 25e, 50c and :31
Ladies' Purses 50c, $1, :{...1.91,
Pillow Cast., 25c
'rowels 15c, 19c, and 25e
Ladies Silk Crepe
Gowns $1.00 to $1.95
i.adies' Pajamas $1 to $1.95
outing Gown. 49e to $1.00
Princess Slips $1 to $1.95
MVEISI/W.-74;/, ,,f4ne,1!..111 4.1!: • e• ••„...J... • • •/ttirf. lar PIMP AI
SHOES MAKE [Xi:ELLEV GIFTS








1118111PIPPEIVIVIRIC1MICIVVF.ICKAVNOSICIMIEMCN:Cf ' far t'lltoncr,xsc4. pips •rtx wporave
TOYS-DOLLS FOR CHILDREN
In our children's department we have games, toysand other gifts for children. And Dolls for the littlemiss.
nvevr.,:,=•:•vormewrowitivorewsecurwv.vww•rwiewlywiertreyvevaSmall Boys Hats 98e Baby Blankets _ 39c to 98c
Children's Flannel Children's Purses,Pajamas . _ _ _ 59e each __ ..__15c and 25c
Children's Flannel Bath _ Powder, _ Pictures,Robes   $1.00 Toilet Sets
I
CHRISTMAS HANDKERCHIEFS







A gift that will give sheer delight. A high grade hose,
in a silk crepe Mystery Twist? Hose made heel















For parties or any of the many holidayfestivities women will feel "at their best" inone of these luxurious frocks specially pur-chased to meet your holiday needs. There'sa frock for every type. Keep your fingerscrossed-you may be lucky enough to getone Christmas morn.
1101 DRESSES
$5.00 VALUES, sALpis'illeL
$7.00 VALUES ' PRICL








THU TON COUNTY NV WS. FULTON. KENTUCKY
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Flame in the Forest
CHAPTER XI-Continued
-12-
Ithielillng his palms with torn page
be liftcl from Its restieg place a worn
and ithining crowbar.
"What's the 1.1en . ." F.zrn began.
"Vehned you see there?" Young 'IP-
lainthwt triumphantly. *Look at the
staid, Ezra!"
The old man peered closely.
'MAY." he muttered. "Dirt stickins
to IL"
"And what kind of dirt? Don't you
get It? ins the some color and kind
as that under the floor. there! Serape
s little of it off In a clean paper ...
There! That's rIgte.... Ile iimed this
bar to hnsielip that hard clay and make
o a hole ,or the box Niel lie used It to pry
up those floor-Minnie . . . tier.'. . .
Mao gee one! See? The mark on
the Wird tits exnetly!"
°nut I don't see yet why-"
Toting gave an excited loisoh.
"flood Led. h:zra! Thla i.t.t hers as
smooth an.1 bright as If it'41 been tea
fished! elneer prints wilt be mil over
It_ Inside the (ewer of that hoe, teo
as life and twice as natural. Is a man's
thumb print and Tod West stood in
there for ten minutes fooling with •
bright tin cup!"
A light of understanding dawned In
gropes old eyes.
-Spread out that newspaper." Young
mid. "Lay it on the ground 
. , Now we'll roll up this bar at) the
prints won't get rubbed away and
What the devil!"
Ile hail put the bar down and start•
ed to lift sway the paper which had
&Welded his hand& It stuck, peeled
off at and he held it up to the level
rays of • sun setting behind the tim-
ber.
Toting sniffed the smear on the pa-
per, frowning; touched It tentatively
with his tongue and gave e grunt.
"Honey! What's honey doing on
that bar. Ezra? Atel something sticky
on the box, too." They veered at one
another. "And Toil Wet..' he meld
slowly, "ail swollen up. Notlee that?"
"I did. What you make 4.f thatr
Kerry puzzled, stared blankly at
the ground anti scratched a temple.
"Nothing yet." he mutterel "Noth•
. . Pot ei.'ve got a mess of
stuff to make coot.': lung "
Carefully they giuthered lip their evi-
dence: the bee, the bar, lb.' floor
boards and, lastly. also carefully
wrapped in pater. the tin cup, with
which Tel West had busted his trem-
bling hauls.
CHAPTER XII
They drove slowly hack toward
Nan's headquarters. talking intently.
To save Dolt Stuart the ignominy of
arrest. to tie together the evidence
they had acctimuletiel. to wrote a net
ammo! Toao wino and to diecover the
rema.noer of the money teat right.
fully eel...rood to Nan were their major
otojeto ire&
In the car which precseltel them hart
/teen Intent talk, as well. kkoun.t had
hiol little enough to any at the eaten
but au:et. on the homeward way, with
new ream frech units, even greater
misgivings stirring within him, he had
talked. 'Nike.' Into Drifter's ear.
playing on the man's vanity., his jeal-
owiy of his authority, his regard for
his political tenors.. . .
And after thate firet minntes at
Downer's, with their confesion and ex-
citement and triumph. Ted Write draw 
IncItthIcer stile. Teske] further. What
he I transpired In Mel Knight's store
bet...ern Young an.! Bluelay had come
to his ears and be passed It on to
liriOzer and male deductions amt. in a
fever of :rite!, let his suggestiotis run
into deniamis. . •
As they rounded the Oen', an.1 onme
Info view of the Itewner
Ezra leaned soddenly forward.
-What goes on here?" he asked, star-











Cool Steel Encircled Kerry's Wrists
ellarte Trs. "h hat's Nat's ear..
yon sleet,
Kerry speeded up and when he drew
close to the cloteer of own about the
sSeetrs ear It gest• way ant% there.
Whiteof face. liii ?Luria menneled be-
fore him, they saw Dolt Stuart!
Bridger pushed his way toward
Toting all he (evened the door of Raw.
cer. The itheriff bore himself with •
mew tinvortsnm
'A% ed. I gee.* you'll have to admit
I was teolitin' • little further 'thee,' 'a
yen were. Votin(!" he cried. waving a
*nee' of paver trueteently
en•irt. whhy. the ilitierlfra office
" By Harold Titus
Illustrations by Irwin NI)ers
Copyright by Harold Titus.
Wil41.1tleretcs.
I'm u still be depended o'ii to follow its
best judgment for the people of this
county!"
"Yeah? Just what do you neenir
Kerry asked, evenly.
"Ileon? I meal. I was right all
along This hid Stuart Is the man we
want, Young. ate! I anent a 114.e..11.1
16011a. either. I guess Ilieloloy there'S
liven things gob' on shout this veep
that nobody but you 1141 him under-
stood! I'll count Ezra out because
he's litolo nit old man.
"I don't s'pose you knew he was
packed up. ready to haul, did )i.nr
"Hole you Mean?"
"Veg. Holt!** Tom' West wag eilgIng
up behind Bridger, frowning, milig1 114
the sheriff. "Yes. Dolt Stuart! Peek
'tack 'nil Milt cam's' all stropped up.
'N.1 1 Conte on him write)* this . . .
wrItIn' It to Nan Dow., who's beat
away todny. Listen to this!"
Ile read: "'Dear Nan: It looks as If
I'd stayed on here to.. long, now, and.
by staying, risked all kinds of disaster.
"Ile'd got just that far when I best-
ed In on hltn. Now. you got any town-
Oel-bull story to explain that?"
"Why should I have an explains-
(hoar
"I wondered !"-ettging closer with an
expreasion of craft which Kerry, In
!hat moment of confused thought, did
not detect-"I wondored. Young. after
I heard you done your best to drive
the state's chief witness out of tbe
country this-"
"Ilere! What the devil!"
Young gountitil as he began to strile•
Rho Dutch% t deputy, had him from
behind. 'tiger pad grasped one a rile
in both ri hinds o Tod West stepped
In to seteik. him, to help hold him de-
spite his first amaze.' iornggles,
"What comes off?" Kerry demanOed.
"What's the big Idea, lirldizerr
The sheriff was reaching for hand
cuffs. A leer rain.. shout les mouth.
"I've got Stuart as a suspect In a
murder case." he said totelly. "'nil I'm
takire yea, Young. for interferin' with
a witness In that very self same ease"
Cool steel encircled Kerry's wrists:
the ratchets clicked.
"Why, this is the damn...lest. most
far fetched outrage-"
"You tell all flint to the nolgens
snapped !ledger. "Dere. you hays, get
hack. now I Stand away. Mitch 'nil
me. we Rot to got thtsle two Into a
cell etand back. boys:"
It. ehlrie.1 to Kerry.
"Y‘til got th. guts to deny that Foe
drove Frank liluenty out of the', it, a
afternoon? . have eon even goot
brass to explain their
"It there's any gob' to hell to he
done by this going I'll lease it to
anybody %eh tees to see who's Ha
!"
They swung throngh town. areutol
to the rear of the jail and entered by
• aide door.
Hutch and Bridgeto. ik their poestes-
clans from the prisoners and ushered
theln !nto the bull-pen.
"Pick out your own beds." the sher-
iff jeered emplenonntly.
"You'll hive ter pine* to youraelven.
likely. And I hope pin like it. both of
yin'!"
It was not long before excited till'
semis commence., to aryl% eo They
elomped up the front steps and through
the corridor awl cast self-conaelims
glarees Into the dimly lit apartment
/wheel tsie bora; a "lit Into the sheriff's
other miel ciongratilleted hen twister-
finely and rine. out noore boldly and
hung against the steel ii.mr of the
bull lien end peered throotigh.
Kerry on n hunk Ito a cell. and Stuart
out another. 1...pt out of sight 1111.1 Wade
110 resiwisse se the 'eh-neves.
Bridger was in fine spirits, llos tale
rose high 11111 higher. Il• became
aitliont hysterical in this, (us moment
of largest triumph.
.1t late P‘eillt,.: the stream of inners
had petered 11111. Dutch had been
called out to a country deuce where
bed whisky had rimmed treuhle ant
when no one nppeared fer a quarter ef
an hoer. Bridger stalked (teen the
corridor and culled through an open
demos ay :
"I'll be over at the pool ball, %la!
It anybody calls, or you hear neything.
just ring into 'I hem be sii
They'd be all right!
As stein as the amind of his foot.
eteps find died aw ii y V 01111g a as out of
his cell. acroes the hull pets and sitting
on the edge of cot where the
boy lay. face in his arms.
"Mick up. Fen!" he a hispered. •
hand on the lad's ehonlder. "It looks
like a kind of • mess, but well clear
it 
lip.h.A siidder trnveled the tithe triune
beneath his tossch.
"Whet happono.lr And when the
ether tins de no move: "1.%on't you tell
nt..?"
Slowly Smart rolled over, and the
faint Debt temi sibote shewlINI ii is face
a hire end draun
"Ronne., If I know"' he neatered.
packeii up this afternoon. I wits
tin nit' say. I di.liet ante to le.ise
without some word for Nan, I'd Just
starte.I to write a note %hen In busted
ItritIcer. grow nil It off the desk and
"That's all; 4oteept that I lest my
heal and tthei i., lake 'em ail on."
"Then you were actual') hart r
"Yes."--1,1!lerly.
-Why?Y' N.. anawer. Stoat.. ....Min
tied to stare at the latIlo.s1 hairs !Oa....Yonne east breatidne hard. ron•(.ini,••vk 1,„t „is t hg idea. hiltfusion and diemay lay heayily upon von .i..n't mean . . It onn't be"-hum. Ile 10..loell from lindoer to 'Loa tetnen -**tteit this :tau it Itiut•Ja) toldWest an-1 het le. esirle.1 The man. __••
with his suellen foot.. vole glaring et -Vert:Only not!"him triumphant for Ole moment. be smart sat ii;' qnjokly an.1 drew bothcause ills agile mind :int tortoni c-% en!. hand* acne:a Ns eyes
eff that course n hal it been rot 'Dell. no! W lint this Is all Mettlelowed, ntight hay. oyorwhe:nneut him con't you. I got enough from°Yes, try to explain :hoe If ,you itri.loees heastivic to ere what they'reWest croultd. striving at. And I was off alone allKerry squertel hie ehosiblerst. day Thursday nn.I I woe Noting ant 1°Vert:we I can, Tod West he said did start a note to Nan %% MI a couplelowly. °Perhaps I can! Totaorroves of sentences that, tino)he, will make Itanother lay. remember." look a little tench In the beginning.
And handcuffed. wi•h Drifter Jerk- Mat I ilidn't kill eileh and I debit terry
Int him teeard the open touring can anything at Tow i.line awl I waseet
In which he tame to Mae. a prisoner, In there Therstlay ' Soiurt...13 s tryinc le
to the county seat, he laughed bitterly, frame me but ta... That's • detail.detiatale,
noOld Ezra, nervous encers twsettng liw",ing drew a bung aml mysteletistrattes of hoard, came close. ae Stuart breath,
was teepee Into the tack ties, and -Detail! Mayhe.
Young orderel in twole:Oe the thriven. Lord, churn, they've get eroligh st.iffever.tt"ng, 11.:Yrit hert'y amid to bola !roil hero urn blow sup"You sleep on that stuff! l'reieretentll their case. W Its worse lookingt• wish your life. If neseseary. ihon Ir.! • z•.•,.i • eoui:t ne ," lie
See me in ti,e mortatig and and seral. •-•! 7.• oo. briskly. '11.centake care o: Nan"
Ills vow* dropoea no, loot ate! it :11,1%;'!„;." (ow Instance, allhe averitel lite eyes ft "in the doctors day 1'1o:today. the .lay FloetlY•apfaee, 
reaay to sever tor slaw 300Tip. still entitle on the ...et letre's oi the eehtnn'
car, naseteot T 'sore as ills tied sere."other stitersieloe in..ked as ,
crowd. a '7%4' ii .1 111•171Ttilfls, '''‘'.7"4,1"..
hrtz it'. u or A 1:1•1,1 tug what?"
gat hens," the cif In Iter‘ rut
dem.* they ha I •••tar.1 end cerret noon °%% . whr. Stuart, aren'tinto Nat's ott.e. root • ." Ile it! (uos bevel hubs.'rho. ..toc whitish a itto.e, star'Lrg at
the way h ie n.asior hid rpen yon err emote to pull witairriAst tet oiutalicl) at furs! 1,7 bu •1, n,1 7,. N I. 7 ‘.1)'.‘10 been risk.road; etseleol •••' 5-r 1.1..174 of .!‘,.•or "Then, at a tono.o. loio'• hi' I "%rd .1 :Mt Is 'PATIObeyond the row boo-lest It tru:i ue r„ :n or,eel alitstring. 
I
nil.' Pm?,' 
kt,ow a!' along .t .y n.s Its.''town wag 4,ne burg site • i u „, .7 0. I 11,,, ,•nosont
en•°°"sn o urn` ° tn" rI !he t,ur a .sur it he that, 1 And thenpart of Itreizer to illsoe ewe or the )„o._••
other of hie tirlsoliers Ii k,
" 
"itn41 aulocre ucre )oulo ai' day Thnra- 0,,I,no. il rlthcit,,,hCday. Bohr he esne•I in • lit•leut at d:,11; t • ii., last Wediui`*,laYtempt at Ingrali.otium 
tooht inns. 1.04 no. what she tili (it'GO to tearee!" :oat e•-ter %%int loot been there and'Now, that ain't no WaS Metdor 6,76 built S „0It'll be Neu for you to tell tow I Firm t!.st she t let anythingcould do a lot of oust if-5
"Oh, phut up"'
Drifter shrugged and smiled ho elet
*elf ear tool*. 1.alalP on the 'new
twee.% nt KerroS feet, clenke.1 and
ranhol at ther leek the tempt.
"Noe-, 'sun*, you'd ottalit to come
clean for llott's /take, ahem ally you
run Item Itneel •"
"Tell him to go to tell, Dolt." Kerry
ehtioklell
Again and stain as they procresteed
through the inlet:, Nat Made liii In
a.lept attempts to worn% tarormstion
frout the two. After a time when
Vs en he opeone.1 lois Ilia, the two chant
vet In eoleinn measure:
"int to hell
eW ell then,- Itrhlger finally salhelient
tkiviy‘14 to • '1 01' I 1010 et 104 INValalla.
a n•.\701 111.0 t!7.1t tin.% helmeted Just
when iii. . , . jest ellen . Well at
Isra told It to rite, lest whom she'd
laileis In love eel. yeti:"
"With me"'
The tooa exetsmetton gave Kerry a
flalop2 Poe' Ir it; "1,1„.
a ma se.1, oho. eA, furthered his con
fusion
-W it h tne" he repeated and latighe4
bitterly -V011,14Z, are 10711 Alit1.11 Is
0111 Errs miry` Ten he sae' thorn.
he came into tile other Just alter she'd
tom tue thAt ,
li oi.,14N1 his eyes snit Ills betty
also i.lere 1 is :as n
'she tusk tee Into
tipla the other* after
titIll 1111. that lier heart amild be brekes.
If anything happened to nue
of nay loyally to her. I ... I lest my
11..all menet tend begged her to let me
hive her. Thee alw told Ma that NW It
a thing ens impossible; she didn't Ilas
111. ire. I put it to her. 'Do you love
Kerry Young?' I neked her and she
tele Just nodded . . That ... thane
all there is to tell you. Young."
Ile tented sally.
"I geese, Kerry, you're as blind as I
thought you aerie. All along.
mince I lino saw you and Nun together.
I'd 1.11.1'11 afraid af It. I . . I'd loved
her • long time, you MVP."
Strength drained frern Kerry's body.
One !owe 'Week spasmodi call y. Ills
threat neelled nodii chill lik• Dint
Induced by fog enveloped hen,
°You meim .. she said I ... Dolt,
end you're telling me this!"
The other turned Natty sullenly as
If in collar ye. Ile 11•1111...1 mull 0114. el-
bow. looking away from Ills fellow
pris..ner
"All right." he muttered u hen Young'
mot- toward him impetuously. "len
all right. I sae Jealeni. of you at first
but ... Ins got III be all right! Vointo
her kind. I ... l'en over . l's ery-
thing, now. I ... I'd Jeer like to be
allow ter a minute. please."
1' tutu? is how It liappellYt1 that Voting
Aliso(' alone at 2 rear window of the
Jail, hanging weakly to the hare. head
premised agninst the cold steel. eyes
chews!, with a same agene purging
through And through tda %etas.
So his heart had found * 11.11I11.






.... • • •
"I'M Too Young and Not Big
Enough to' a Girl Like That."
NO Collie tit t11111 ! SO Nan 11117'W net' hail
been so sure of It that she would tell
another .
Little thing,i that had been gild beo
tneen 'hem; 1....ks Nan haul g.‘en hint:
gestures .. . All those details now. In
memory, mt.:m.41 with t!...ir full sig-
tilticanino
She Ohl not love Dolt Stuart. She
love.1 him, Kerry noting! And the
was out there, now, oiktre.sed, await-
ing Mtn, and her.• he was, Jailed, help.
less to help her. witta Tod West in
the Paddle And if 1% tett ,...101
him "sit of the war an,1
Impulsive lloolt Stibort out of the
any, ...
his. straightened. Nan lIowner, to-
night and tontorrew art unit: ii ise•
at 10.erty„ was virtually at We're
nwrey. Did Ezra was her enly counsel.
her imly protector to ague shook
him
*LA West. with hls swollen face „
1,uung plussl back from the ein.low,
then, wie eye half clotted. A hornet
sting, tuel Hot somebody said. some-
where, ...me time! The casual wor,t,
making no Inipress;on at the tunic,
ei:iw hack now, eenating into tremen-
dole. inee.rtanee. „ illornet? sir •
Nee? And honey"
eooked his head to listen, No
'wand from Stuart. Ile wet his dry
Ill.. to speek and eheeked himeelf. .
From he:40nd the etroe or Itch'
?Iowan by the Incandeneost shone the
jail's side thetto he 5.1W Ill." elnlent,
cagooe, tawny blotch noosng tower('
elm, arid !lien a light, lieset snufflirg.
It wee Tsp. tail thresssinc, cornett
faster toes, It‘Nant the s, en
IT:. ear !standing there a:, ere It
been left: putting his paws on II,e
running hss.irul. twitting at the front
seat etishion, staring shout and pant-
ing front his long ran
°Tip- he ranee lowly, tete, Tilt"'
The d.ue a buirteil, Young spoke toe
name anien. The retriever
I1,77t tall and, runtoltur to the eau. ',novo
his fnee feet against it, strotehing to
his NO height,
le.y " vtlitleivred Kerry can-
tiosnly "Itrep' theel .log
Ileotily, he ran along the cella until
he re:wised Stuart's.,
"I Islets, them he whlepertol., grasp.
Inc Me other's atm as he lay on A:e
Nide "Who? yours. "no? • • •
mast,' Yon tom Imeeine /sow I feel I
dont kinore voloat to 'hulk", ,or 5757,
cAcept tIols• %voile )iuul re p.m.,
tiling teeter Mott purr geld. lou iv. all
Man, son"
Ile *wallowed,
"Anit after this Is o'er mayn't. the
feelitte „ of the eorst einherrees
ment I've steer knoenti wear oR and
I eats talk,
'Wit tonight we•ie things to think
alsont. A lot of 'mu, ate1 e'en heats to
IOWA deemed ass tel TAW*
110 laVIIIIIV4 Ins 11‘11'n, N,. senrel cant.'
tram the Profit part of the building
-11.‘e neon motions! for two seri,* ..a
this mule It's a dead eertalloy !'uat
rod Ve‘tisil lest t'amh No'
)ou talk' Illus. for that later I




Showing Three New Styles]
VOU who sew-your-own will be
1 more enthusiastic than ever
after making realities of these
three new styles. Each is truly a
delightful fashion and best of all
there's something for every size
in the family-from the "little
bear- right on up.
Pattern 1997 is the smartly
styled smock that probably has
an option on a little portion of
your heart right now. Fair
enough. follow the dictates of your
heart and you can't go wrong.
This little wardrobe nicety will
serve you becomingly and well.
It will add to your comfort too.
Make it of broadcloth, gingham.
sateen or chintz for prettiness and
easy maintenance. There is a
choice ef long or short sleeves
and the shiny gold buttons offer
just the sort of spicy contrast
one likes in informal apparel.
Available for sizes 32. 34, 3,, 38,
40, 42 and 44. Size 34 requires
31  yards of 39 inch mater.al.
Pattern 1204-This new day
frock for sres 36 to 52 is the
final word in style and charm In
any woman's language. To (ion
this flattering fashion is to step
blithely Into the realm of ente
fashion. The soft fenuntre ca
as most heccming and it set •
us an excellent medium for c.
trast. The slee‘e length is ‘•
tenon Slender lines are the no ,
feature of the skirt and a vu
pleasant effect results from !
wide and handsome flare.
or sheer wool would most .1S.Suro
ly win your friends' approval and
rerhaps lust a little of their envy. I
This pattern is designed for sizes •
36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50 and
52. Size 38 requires 4as yards of
39 inch maternal. Less with short
sleeves. The collar an contrast
requires /a yard
The adorable little number for
Miss Two-To-Eight, Pattern 19 -'
is surely wtthout competition
the way of downright intrigue. I•
the essence of youthfulness vs
a lot of grown-up technique ad ie







Ellau the cook Ile done died
oil It tat pcoe,enis
Emnloo er - bead poisoning"
&awl k•-ow Simon %%as a painto u




timed he made his wife prom
wouldn't marry again.
s,:.wisp That WA% just like Jo,
olo.:. doing something to In
Put g 611,6, mail
Who's !Alcatel!
A 111.ill In all .1,k111111 •
Ashing over a th7u I•cd A
itor ay 'elver to Or ft-smelly welt,
1 11. 50,1 sal& -How many has,-
you caught today.'",, you re ntnth...
nut The nott•litew
replied the
not do things up right and cut
this model twice-panties too, nat-
urally-using sheer wool for the
"best" occasion frock and gingham
or seersucker for school, play and
all-purpose use' Pattern 1994 is
available in sizes 2, 4, 6 and II
years. Size 4 requires 2'2 yards
of 39 inch material plus is yard
of bias binding for trimming.
Send for the Barbara Bell Fall
and Winter Pattern Book contain-
ing 100 well-planned. easy-to-make
patterns. Exclusive fashions for
children, young women, and ma-
trons. Send fifteen cents in coins
for your copy.
Send your order to The Sewing
Circle Pattern Dept , 367 W.
Adams St., Chicago, Ill. Price of
patterns. 15 cents tin coins' each.













At rtnO.t.. Seamy it tired out. reanse.
ence ts lowe.ued, ouvulat.on slows up;
.0.7.7101.1 von weans ia,u-se
Ruh ha chest 6.1lo l'enetro at bed-
time It's nade w,th mutton inlet sod
...r.uentrated trestpration k113'; to
• , miste rietp-o° anv other
r u• nsily acl,t colt salse Isenrtro
warms hun ale.% ot.ell* 17.017•41/ creates
cci.nlcr to Native in-
crease hi.is,i tI ,a am! r. eortgy,l
I's sr, mall; lIcle open up 'lay
rata! psatileell
,r free sample of stainless_ mow-
white IN-nein., s. rite IN-1144n\ llept. SIB
alraipLat. Fenn. At all druggists.
ic eve weste-s *..ead collo
vs it Penttrzo Nookt
Iwo drors la te....h noseuh.
tons f;-I. e•T 4E. VSe,
aed $1 bottles, It









ask for th•zu either
through tli• merchant
or by mail, end them
buy the nierchatiditte,
























TOE Eli TON corNTY NEw‘;. FITTON, KENTUCKY
•
WORLD'S BEST COMICS
Lighter Side 4bi tile as Depleted by Famous Cartoonists and Humorists
THE FEATHERHEADS
1 RIIALL1 M siciT ,so NG-Aso Isosics -, „Tusr friA,/E




,4(...) " A t 6.e
(300 A ke "ft( irr-: —Awl"
AT A 1:SEA..,oNABLE
PRucE —
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" Iry O. L. Illustley. 111644P MaFINNEY OF THE FORCE By Ted Otsughlut
Figure It Out
COME. weee ,vsliLL NA/14/il'SA ,
--fEl, AN' mAi<e lee MATTER -
CA LL FER Aie. 7 :Awl' 'YOU
• DIAL 'THE ,-1_
(NO1 01 CAt•lir 7
,. Avell4 GI? t41 i
'to / 60 /--




1HIS e co-5 4f.
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MkTftiER. \ANT






































BRONC PEELER—The Leaves Taking
DA:lout/02 eittlAIRS 6AH y
WE Qlari. A rlost. 114A1 p—
hE Gil', A .)0111 ON 'uts VANCNwr CAW, ME AN k MAN —
OC,N11 411KT
14%M•
















The Curse ot Progress
1141QT0 11101
AN NE CAN WEEP HIM
BUT I'M Quit-rite/
'he Business I:eiter
pose yea w, i1 ,zetiolg a goo e
for attending little James Pot
the family are so rii-h"
Doctor- Why do you ask?
Elmer's Mother - Well, I horo
when you send us your nest hill
you'll boar in mind that it was oi.,
Elmer what thtsuved the brick th..t
Put James -Pathfinder klaga:ca,
-
Force of Italia
Henry - What haPPened to Yonand the aehool teacher' You Sala
you " ere going to many her
Charles - Well, I got to thinking
what a ioti it would be to write -1
must be home by 10 Welock'' a hum
tired or PO time", TWO' time 4Callle
home late.
Net liwanctirk
RastaaitAs the o ar At reel v
explosion he tiled to get to the rest
hoe
Volon.1 V 011 Psi' Rh au
anion What ii %,,u airs lie,4‘ en ,,
your borne





I AIN'T- c OEN GOitsf 10 lit.1.11
I'M LEAVIN' OR t4t4Mt:
iPlt Goim'
































Mrs. W. D. Cook. Atialtia Sia,L
...v.?' •
Sift together Cups &LW, talk
salt, 1 tbsp, sugar, and 4 URI, bak-
ing powder. Combine e -thspe.
melted Jewel Special-Blend Short-
ening, 3 eggs slightly bea.en, 1 rap
milk and 1 tbsp. orange in.
Jade. Add, all at once, to dry in-
gredients and stir until smooth.
Last, acid 3,4 cup pecans finely
chopped. Put mixture, 11.,,tit 3
tbsps. at a time, on a hot waffle
iron and cook until dune. Serve
with Orange Fluff.
Orange Flulf.-Beat 1/2 pint et
cream till firm, then stir in 1 tbsp.
of sugar and 1 of orange roar ma.-
lade.-Adv.
Supreme Court Changes
The right of congress to fix the
size of the Supreme court la iza-
questioned, and this right Ms
been exercised six timen tiithe
history of the nation. The Su-
preme court began in 1789, with
• chief justice and five associate
justices. It was first changed *
congress in Jefferson's adminis-
tration, on February 24, ISM, one
justice being added to make a to-
tal of seven. On March 3, 1,37.
under Jackson, two more Justices
were added to make nine. Dur-
ing the Civil war, on March 3
1863, congress under Lincoln in-
creased the number to 10. During
the clash between Andrew John-
son and congress, on July 23. 11111,
it was enacted that no vacancy
to the court should be filled by
appointment until the Ann her w:ba
reduced to six. Soon after Grant
became President, on April 10,
1869, congress restored the TIIITIT-
ber to nine, at which figure b
has remained since.
The first and second of thess
changes were made to provide
new circuits for the rapidly gram
ing states of the West and Soeth
west, and the third to provide a
circuit for California and Oregon
The 1866 law was passed to pre•
vent President Johnson filling vis
cancies favorably to his pobries
LU DE N'S
mItrilmC,L COUGH DROPS 5,
BAtANCP TOUR
ALKALINE RESERVE
wow+ "Cu 04•VI 4 CO1D1
Necessary Ingredients
G.,1c1 cai be rm.,,le with siesd.
You've eel hate to sand.
Ul
THE. SCOUISC Ms Ca 11.11.114.htS IH - - --
 JLJ WNt'
SPatri MOW OR, MINA
:NW!, 04 MRS
on**
I•waora PINt. VP OM slam
poet% ker , ,o• A %RAMO
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MADE STRONGER • LAST LOIRE.
moat,
especially for use , • viass
tie lames and hinter. tome
liztlt 'wit better lie tvph.lock cl‘e makes th s.rer
thcy 1-ist lorlvvr.
Thr arc made tr'0711 pa=t•.: on fitly. specialty frosted
hell -producing chemicals. correct in
Fin% shape and wett‘e to
more end better 1ssht.
accerr abocka.
ISM YOUR DIMS Pi'enalnea.I (1--- . 1, b., ;11,1101 %Ur 14/plek
I :•-• Write tor 14 Polar,
t'ot !-M 4.N 1 AMP & 5TV,V11
lirr4 WV in. Knot CIA
Plksledalipksa., Pa., 1 o• Art.4•46
Rid Yourself 0;
Kidney Poisons
nO you eater huetueg, erode or
Li too trequeat wortahon: haaarbie,
headache, ctit.nias kits OF awe^.
k9 peon, everlt,..as and petfwee•
wideq the eyes, Are you ilvad.
0011.4•14 All erneueg end duet
Imo* *AA is vfroisg ?
non gisss ANN* thought to pus
Wo.yt wsBa nor* they hiskezniojc
I onowatcst ate to sla tpiy A.
ty Ica honlicaul Antlece eh pee
and to esteem and vow the sikoka
mite*.
Ube Doses Plia„ Doses 2...1 ak.
0114, MOS sipar,..,Awa
is amid eves. Vt. can 941 ow,














We wish to extend
our most sincere good








May this Yuletide be
your happiest one
and may the New
Year bring you joy.
rtrtmt CAW.N.n 'Lee itittfttnt t
I.' BAPTISTV W. A. MEETS
GULF •






The Young Women's A ,octritton
nt the First 13antimt rhur-11 we 1 t
Ler homp on Sixth-e• Mi Jua,,itn
McGee I' ivy the t.
from Matthew 21, toll.)wcd %%101
1,r.t. liv
!`l liv t pre:, plv ,;(1t
(0,e.: the husinesi tc;
last merting ar.d the roll was cal.-
R•trietriva•v•eizpirasoa*.
•
141 O. 3.,1.cre1ary treaurer ''.131.111 .P1M"katelotileAZiTk1344
Nlarraret Valentlne Office's
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•',. .ilm'a), tli , ,. ,4 .
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1;°• - *: n :-'.1 .14::
(r. • •A‘t /9'!
If i• 6..., .ma
••••
( . 5 : • I. • I
TRADE US YOUR HOLIDAY TROUBLES
Be care-free drivers over the holidays. Don't let
had tires spoil your good tim(—trayel in safety
and comfort on a new set of Tirk,s. Let uz. refill
your cranl;ease with motor oil and your tank
with gasoline.
•Here's wishing you and yours a MERRY,
MERRY CHRisTMAS and a Happy New YLar.
WHITE WAY SERVICE STATION
THOMAS BROWDER, Prop.
PLAN NOW TO
CELEBRATE NEIN YEAR'S EVE
AT THE ORPHEl'M TH 1/WE'S
GALA MID. NIGHT SEZW 11:30









MELLOWED for 18 MONTHS
In "etc Winds Churn.,
IT MO, fo.1.,‘
THE DISTINGUISHED PRODUCT OF A
FAMOUS DISTILLER Awn*. It SI, am
TIIIS WHISKEY IS 18 MONTHS OLD










, • IN '60ktk • „, „A
41"
Ask for l'InteansI toticurs And
corittli. In A el reztch
Moaner%) Anil 11%Id t hr%
In the \eNc Immo% ed Juser-
clip potties
DISTILLED BY 1AS. B. BEAM DISTILLING CO., CLERMONT, KY.
Bottled At the Distillery
P;IILIP BLUM & CO. of Ky. — Distributors
lAcksort 6389loui)AilIe. Ky.
I‘,'kiltolisiftE isep",..ittli 46,--1 - • am
MERRY
CHRISTMAS
Yost 10.:Ve :11t1. i1 To Out Succev%
uid Peppiness and We Thank You.
M.0 This Holiday Season Be A ‘'ery Happy
One for You and Yours.
BURGESS WALTMON. Mgr.
And Theatre Staff
The HIT of the YEAR becomes THE HOLIDAY
SHOW OF THE SEASON
POSITIVELY ON 2 DAYS
440.4
4%P






DECEMBER 24 • 23
;::








GUY KIBBEE • CAROL
11::GlIES • ALLEN JENKINS
Sum Levelly • Teddy Hutt
contInoutn from 1 P.M. on
Christmas Bak !
Adults -Children 10c












SUNDAY MONDAY DEC 27th
Warner nro$. again s:Dop the show-world for
Fulton with a special world premier showing
of their newest entertainment allraelion
riii IS Pus Fri v LY A HIT
THAT 1.01." l ('Si' SEE!












tY II ED.\ 1:S9 - TM. RSDAI
lin IDA% ̀•
I)111 ?9l11 • tint 31,1
14,
IN GLORIOUS TECHNICOLOR 1A
i
The Horning Pfau( y of Metrich
A
The .1 rdt ni Wooing of Royer AA
A-nod! In Thr ‘111•4 (*lotion% itein.ittlic .1(1% entnte in the last A




"THE GARDEN OF ALLAH" i
i4, 0 0 • • • • • • • • i
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